2013, March 16

Saturday History Call

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH SATURDAY.
● CLICK ON “HISTORY OF OUR GALACTIC WORLD & NESARA” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH THE
WORDS PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES: latest ones are at the top.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Opening & Meditation:

D'yanna

Everyone is invited to Cheryl Croci's Sunday and Monday ascension and activation calls
● 8:45 pm EST/5:45 pm PST
● 213-342-3000; PIN 9467441#
The cosmic energies coming through Cheryl are magnified when two or more of us are gathered
together!!!
Housekeeping:
Rainbird
BBS:

● A listener supported radio call – Grateful for all the donations from all of us!
● We owe $ 215
Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!
Many people are sending small amounts – that works! Every small amount adds up.
● Go to BBS radio.com; at top of home page, click on Station 2 where you will find the
listing of the 3 calls we have every week. Click on any of these names & scroll down
to find the Paypal button.
● Website: http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com - scroll down on home page, close to
blog page to find the donate button - can indicate whether it's for BBS or T&R

T & R: ● They have finished paying their rent this afternoon – thanks to all
● Need about $300 for food , gas, the registration for the car and a utility bill
● Can access the paypal account on 2013 RainbowRose Roundtable
● Can trade with T & R for readings by Mother Sekhmet
● Please let them know when you are gifting:
E-mail:
koran999@comcast.net
Mintaka9999@yahoo.com
Mail:
Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505
Or contact MariettaRobert at 317-773-0061
The work we do together, the sharing we do – all of this is important: thank you all for sharing!
Pray for this call, pray for NESARA,
Phone Numbers:
BBS Toll Free
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Hard News:
● Call was delayed by 30 minutes, due to wonky things going on: it's the sun!!!
Camp Loveway: Bob Sagget was on: Rama got to talk to Mr X and Heidi too
Our Times, Craig Barnes: spoke of the empires grovelling at the feet of the buddhas in Afghanistan
where empires go to die. Spoke of the Russians [Rama met some Mujahudine in Santa Fe at a
gallery there: they were selling treasures from tombs in A.; the owner of the gallery buried the
treasures somewhere around Santa Fe ]
● Barnes talked about the plutocracy and the fall of the Russian empire as the seeds of evil were
brewing from within; and the capitalism; yes, Lenin, Stalin, Putin, others are criminals – in the end,
St Germain, LM Nada, Mother, Lord Sananda have the final say in what is unfolding
● the bubble going on 14,600 on the Dow – it's totally fake; Barnes said when cats get around balloons,
they go Pop – also being said on Road to Roota, Max Keiser – all have a gag order except Rama
● Rama talks to Faction 3: the other stories are fiction – those who talk about Faction 3 are not
talking to those involved – MR X ASKED HIM TO SAY IT: LOTS OF DISINFORMATION
GOING ON AT THE HIGHEST LEVELS where people have done deals dirt cheap across the
planet. Mr 19.5 has been bringing the Aboriginal Moabite Nation back, right here, right now – the
goddess is back - we are in the time of the 6th sun – energy rapidly expanding across planet
● As Mother says, there is no more time to waste; it is now – working with energies not aligned
with the Office of the Christ, it will come and get ya! And the energy is when you least expect it
Camp Loveway: Bob Sagget the comedian spoke of his new showtime special – a bit edgy – a cross
between Bill Maher and Bill Hicks : we are going for a ride into non-ordinary reality; what we are
witnessing is the absolute corruption at the top level of this plutocracy and it is the seeds of evil
that are brewing from within – time to tell the stories of the hedge fund owners and those in
congress – where one phone call can call up private armies like Blackwater, Eric Prince
● it is already in the bag, thanks to Mother and the Ashtar Command, the Forces of Light
● Bob said it's time to tell the story of how Boehner and the Turtle Eric Cantor, Paul ryan all play with the
money – there is a reason why good people like Hugo Chavez have been removed
● Bob said he is a close friend of the Chavez family – some dirty, dirty deeds done dirt cheap – he will be back to tell the story
● Some character was arrested about the Benghazi story: Ambassador Stevens was there to talk about
the 800 metric tonnes of gold that was for the people of Libya – story in the hands of St Germain
- it will all come back: Hillary, the Dragon family who promised to follow the laws of free will
choice within the realms of diversity and of love; it has come to the place ob being “comfortably
numb” & it is time to end being comfortably numb and the story being described by so many
folks
●Heidi said it again today- this market is a sham; get the money into a credit union – Monday if you
can: Rama heard Max Keiser last night say it was supposed to go to 40,000 on the Stock
Exchange, not 14, 600 - where did the money go? Into the pockets of Jamie Dimon, Boehner,
McConnell – that is how much is being ripped off! Only the Lavendar Lad can do this
●This is the story that brings it back to the formula: prosper the land, prosper the people and you will live
in bliss
●Gets to a story he heard on the radio about Francis wanting to give away treasures from the Vatican to
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the people – might all be a facade
T: goes back to the ITCCS has declared to confiscate everything back – it was never theirs in the first
place, as they stole it from the the Merovingian line of the Knights Templar were murdered brutally – the
families were burnt alive on their farmland – burnt everyone and took their land: a LAND GRAB
R: Like the Infinite Domain and the Keystone Pipeline is the same attempt to steal land like was done
during 13th century
Mr X: said put tow things together: sink holes and fracking – you cannot mess with Mother if you want to
live there - if you want to work with earth, fire, air, water talk to the elements- she will give
things to you, right out of the air – they messed with his technologies: Tesla, Marconi will be back;
also JFK – to this day, Bush Sr was the shooter on the grassy knoll – about the x files which are so
huge!!!!
T: Mother is here – “a very large cat with claws and balloons” – “in the bubble” as Bill Maher says: how long
can they live in the bubble and think they don't have to raise taxes or give revenue up????
● Francis carries the entire responsibility – Lion medicine is about leadership, yet when you lead, people
put the finger on you if anything goes wrong
R: Glen Beck pushing some crap about Obama teaching communism in schools!
Mr X brought up how Glen Beck is trying to raise the ire of people – because children are learning
something in school – he is twisting it to say they are trying to teach socialism & communism
● As Thom H says, socialist democratic republic like they have in Iceland and Sweden would be OK
T: Glen Beck making communism scary; and we heard it last night with James Keen who was talking to Max
Keiser – Russia went to one extreme: socialism, USA went to opposite extreme: capitalism –
going to the extreme in either case only helps the plutocrats, not the people
●another name for balance is L M Ma'at – turn that word around and you get AT MA – which is your divine
monad: we are kings, we are queens, we are all divine beings; and helping each other
●Keen said at the extremity, you don't want to share with anyone: completely in a structure where
you make money with money, and the ones with the money are those who manipulate it and it is
about theft – work only in terms of self-interest – same as in Russia – accruing power without
love.
The Six Perfections: Love, Truth, Knowledge,
●Democracy – Demo = demon; cracy = craft – so democracy = demoncraft. There was the manipulation of
the idea which was not based in love, but vying for money and power, and in manipulating the
masses into not even knowing what is going on: her point is that we have to look at the good, the
bad and the ugly – the problem is that we have been living in the comfortably numb place and we
can no longer live there.
●Bill Maher is great for how he can pull together ideas from so many directions –
● the young Republican he had on was having trouble with the idea that we are all One, and that we
can do things for the good of all.
● The progressive on the program went straight to the poison pill in medicare which is was put in
on purpose by the Bush Administration – the pharmaceutical part.
●The story about Dick Cheney from last night plus the documentary called Hubris that was aired on
Rachel's show can only show the lies. Everyone is catching on that the story about Iraq was a lie;
Iraq and Iran are allies, Iran is not going to nuke anyone, and they have had them for 25 years.
● Even Fulford's report explains that there is no way the Khazarians can hide: they are trapped
● Th report of Ben's is from Mar 11; then he was giving only 2 options – a Bishop from the Phillipines or a
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Venetian nobleman, cardinal of Milan
Reading: from Fulford Mar 11 - SEE BELOW
“The Sabbatean Mafiosi, [ANOTHER NAME FOR KAHZARS] who were pushing for a unified
Muslim/Christian one world religion secretly controlled by Satanists are, for their part, still
desperately trying to start World War 3 in the Middle East, this time by using a false flag
chemical weapons attack in Syria, according to Mossad sources.”
● As part of the commentary on reforming the Vatican Bank: this will not happen, at least by the Pope–
this is a galactic operation and they have all kinds of technology – and there are critters being
guarded by the kind of technology you see in Iron Hand.
Caller: Whose signature is on the new Treasury bills and being distributed – by mistake?
T: NO – it was done on purpose
● His mother got it just at the time it was being passed out in the country; the bills were distributed
● Just after that day, March 31st, 2008 the declaration of insolvency was declared at midnight – the
federal reserve, the IRS, and the fake government were declared insolvent; part of the disclosure
was to distribute the bills enough for people to get hold of the new bills and were able to use them
for a couple of months – so the people would be witnesses to the new money and know that it is
real
● The same year – 2008, March 21st Madam Wu came along and asked for the money the Corporation of
United States owed China, and 10 days later, US declared insolvent
● on the night of the 13th we were supposed to be Basel II compliant, and we weren't – so the G7
extended the time to Aug 29th [100 days] which was 3rd anniversary of Hurricane Katrina [done on
purpose]
● Obama spoke in Iowa at the time; said it was not a campaign speech, but a way to
honour the
Moorish people of our land on the 3rd anni of Hurrican Katrina, and the hurricane had been
done to
remove the Moorish people of our land.
Caller: whose signature was on those bills?
T: all the bills were on the website – but she does not know.
Caller: they are not Fed Reserve notes – they are United States of America notes – Fed Res or the
corporation or the IRS have nothing to do with these bills.
T: he got to know through his Mum that the bills had been distributed. All this kind of stuff had to happen
before the Declaration of Insolvency was declared – people were able to witness that there was
new money in circulation.
Caller: how long had the new money been in the banks?
T: since the early 2000s – there were White Knights on horseback in front of the Main Bank of America
in California and she talked to the lady in the bank. Someone in Florida in B of A – all of a sudden
the Brinks drivers came with cartons and cartons of bills for the bank – 2002 or thereabouts.
Caller: able to clarify to people that the money is printed and available to others
T: more information: on March 9, 2000, the entire Congress was in an undisclosed location – on The
New Jerusalem – access to the starship from the White House! They were all surrounded by guns,
and they all approved NESARA as law – every last one. This is another flaw in the report – it was
more than 15 members of Congress – so this means it holds those who go against this knowledge
accountable – this is criminal. They are aware of their record
● On Oct 10, 2000 – Bill Clinton signed the NESARA bill into law and it is with Faction 3 White Knights
[Syrian government shelling reported in a refugee camp! Please Ashtar!
● These ones are cornered animals and very dangerous – keep our heads on our shoulders – these
ones are incapable of handling the energies coming in – we are coming into the age of the 6rh Sun
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Comments on how many people have come into the light in this lifetime.
● After all of this in 2008, TARP came into place [Sept/Bush], printed who knows how much money; they
did not make the 100 days; got to go to Sept 30th and still did not go Basel Compliant
● KOS did the deed by midnight on Sept 30th because if they did not go Basel 2 Compliant, the
whole world would have collapsed! Where did the money come from? Where did the compliance
come from - We were inside N law – it came from the 40 zeros fund
● On Oct 2, Nancy Pelosi became the acting President of USA;
● This was the last clone of Bush that was out there: Bush was drugging himself out of his mind
on all kinds of drugs, you name it, and then gets drunk on top of it because he expected to declare
martial law - he was literally hauled off by Marshalls
● then Heidi at the end of the 30 days and zeroed out the entire world economy via BIS
● by Oct 31 10,000 banksters were arrested between 2007 and then and had been prison on military
bases, then sent out on international transport planes and taken to The Hague
● on Election Day, Nov 4 at 11:11 McCain stepped down on purpose; Obama was de-briefed by Ray
McGovern and good ones in CIA; he ordered the execution of those bankers \ and Hillary, and the
president-elect inside N law
Caller2: what did you mean that 15 signers of the N bill was a flaw – was that deliberate? Why are we
seeing that everyone signed the bill?
T: that entire report came from Faction 2 NOT FACTION 3. F 2 is not in charge – there are a number of
disinformation in that document.
Caller: the recent flyer that is out said that 15 people signed the bill
T: in that document, it said that 15 people voted the bill into law – THIS IS NOT TRUE! EVERY
SINGLE MEMBER OF CONGRESSS WAS ROUNDED UP INTO AN UNDISCLOSED
LOCATION AND VOTED FOR THAT BILL TO BECOME LAW, like it or not.
This means they can be held liable – the only chance they have of not going to the Hague is to
create WW III – otherwise, we go to the Hague
Caller: we were invited to take the flyer off the website and it shows 15 only
T: IT IS WRONG – IT HAS BEEN PUT UP BY FACTION 2; F 2 has nothing to do with getting Nesara
done
Caller: is it all wrong?
T: Pretty much – why they read things and comment on them
Caller: why don't we get a truthful one out and written up by you guys?
T: it's on the 2013 website
THERE IS NO ONE ON THIS ENTIRE PLANET WHO HAS A DIRECT CONNECTION TO FACTION
3 and the KOS and his people, AND IS NOT UNDER A GAG ORDER IS RAMA!
● There are a number of places where this is claimed - they are out of integrity
● That Big Will's mother got some of the new money is part of the enactment process of NESARA
● the full enactment process will be on TV and all over the world, but it cannot be done until all
the imposters are arrested, starting with the Vatican and every other head of gov't who is not
inside NESARA LAW – and this means Barack Obama is the only one INSIDE NESARA LAW –
● have just lost HUGO CHAVEZ who knew about N law; so does Castro – he is an asset of the CIA and he
is trapped, and they are doing what they can to reveal the criminals ; same as Ahmadinejad – who
else would get up in the UN and say 9/11 was an inside job or say the devil has been here??
Caller2: should we ever reach our full consciousness, will all people who receive their full consciousness,
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including the same sex marriage people, remain satisfied in that same sex marriage?
T: there has not been same sex marriage in such large numbers as now; there has been some
● recently it has happened more profoundly; it began with the Annunaki who mixed in monkey and dog
DNA & it changed our DNA when they did it – genetic engineering
● We need to be clear: WE ARE NOT OUR BODIES but we are born pre-disposed to the genetic
engineering of the body. Hitler completely, by design, reversed the codes in the body's DNA so
there would be more gay people as they wanted to reduce the number of people to under 2% by not
producing children.
● When a soul is born into a body that is genetically engineered to be gay, this does not affect their
consciousness. As we go to higher levels of consciousness, we are not engaged in creating children
via the birth canal. The majority of the Pleiadians connect with with their eyes, their heart chakra,
throat chakra, third eye and literally create another being in 5th dimension with no birth canal, no 9
months
Caller2: if we're going to end up with crystalline bodies, will that affect the desirability of same sex
marriage?
T: no, we will be androgynous, and in one balanced consciousness; we will not do things by carnal means in
that sense; we go beyond that, and we are moving beyond that now – the 1 st and 2nd chakras are
being transposed, we are now using the 8th and 9th chakras – the new root is over our head
the 8th and 9th are replacing the 1st and 2nd; they are outside the body and above our crown chakra
which is the 7th chakra, the first 2 stars are the 8th and 9th chakras and are in the 5th dimension
and those energies are being replaced [1 and 2 of the 3rd dimension] by creating and calling on a
higher form
● Our bodies are ever evolving; the ones with homophobic tendencies – we can see them being desperate –
as they are desperately trying to fix the vote = people can see what is going on – we are going
beyond colour and all the demon craft
●Last night, people are coming to the campaign trails only because they have been given money – the
events have been staged
T: the Sabbatean mafia-controlled illegal drug cartel, the money laundering is complete stopped at a high
level at the BIS; the Vatican Bank is bankrupt; the Dow level was at 14,500 and Rama said it was
supposed to be 40,000
Caller3: meaning of the 6th sun –
T: Rainbird read something 2 weeks ago – a 10 minute piece;
● On March 28th – Holy Thursday, also the day Gov't is supposed to be shut down ● Rainbird read something not only about the 5th sun overlapping with the 6th sun, and the 7th sun is
overlapping the 6th sun if some of us have the knowledge of the higher wisdom
●We started 4th world in Atlantis; the 4th world overlaps the 5th world which started Egypt – so the stuff
of the 4th world from the dark priest energy moved into Egypt and stifled what was to have been
an enlightenment
● Tut was the 5th incarnation and initiation of Sanada Kumara during that time – these represent
evolutionary steps where great beings come in to set new levels of consiousness and us knowing
who we are
● Knowledge is ruby in colour; taking action combined with love that you gain from the new knowledge
produces truth in a manifested way, in form, a principle by which to live – so let us get rid of the
Supreme Court decision of Citizens United – corporations are not people; money is not speech;
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●

●
●
●

● In 2010, when this came in – Citizens United - they did it to get those with $ into political
locations; Bush Sr in 1986 was when Romney worked for and with; Bush Sr got to be in power for
3 terms – he declared himself acting president and there was a clone in place
Rachel was born naturally with a brilliant mind; had been on radio and they got her out of the way for 8
years by framing her for drugs; in prison, she got a PhD and an MA about transforming the
psychology of prison, and the therapy of what needs to be done to transform prison psychology
into a balanced human being; she is out there with that energy – it happened with the Harmonic
Convergence which is full on 5th world energy – from HC to now there is no comparison – the media we
have now is not comparable to what there was then:
Chris Hayes took RM's place so she could go on Bill Maher's show: Chris was saying that the US gov't
was the likely suspect government that killed Hugo Chavez!
What would the 6th world be? – walking in the naqual, in a place where our pineal gland, our 6 th chakra is
where we function from fully. It is located in the center of the brain though you enter the brain
through the space between the eyebrows;
● have pituitary gland in 3rd eye;
● the pineal gland is in the centre of the brain at the same level as the pituitary; there is the
hypothalamus adjacent, the master gland of the physical body – where you register pain
● These 3 work together and in simulcast way – can heal the physical plane by healing emotional
situations; or can heal the physical plane through mental means: all of the organs in the body,
the thoughts in the brain and the feelings are sympatically connected: physical aspects are related
through those 3 glands
● From the 5th dimension, add one more strand of DNA & activate fully the 6th strand – when we
say that Aruhabi was hung on the tree with the spike between the wrists: not crucified – it
was a symbolic thing: what they wanted to get rid of was the Gnostic type Christianity, especially
have the Nazarene Gnostic type, to die and to make it about a papacy and a whore, Babylon, and
unless you are baptised into the universal, apostolic and Roman church – so much interconnect

● they have in their little ritual that they have the right to exterminate us – in 325 AD Constantine
the Roman Emperor, proclaimed heresy of all those following the Gnostic teachings and threw them
out of the church
● to be heretics also meant we were traitors; he sent out his Centurians to round us up and kill us
● the Pauline thing is the ultimate conservatism thing
● 6th sense - Aruhabi had 6 strands of DNA so he had already proved that he could not be killed by
following the 6 perfections: love, truth, peace, freedom, justice, beauty – in that order
● love is not enough; also need knowledge of higher truth to develop that love – there is also
carnal love – it is void of course of higher perceptions of love; as there is compatibility between
between those who are advanced on the path
● talks about Tantra - can have etheric sex, at the heart level and higher: it is absolutely ecstatic – the
sperm can come up the sushuna - kundalini but can only have it with a deep overstanding and
understanding of love – cannot have a kundalini experience without a deep understanding of love
● The reptilians are shape shifters and do not have the ability to have love as we know it: they sacrificed
their emotional body - cannot know love and can only get off on experiences like murdering people
● it is why 22 soldiers vets a day commit suicide because the lack of love does not work – on
Rachel's show last night, she talked about the waiting list and taking pills, etc etc etc
● We are in the end days and the atrocities that have been put upon us are done with the expectation
that we will accept the new normal – no – LOVE IS THE ONLY ANSWER; LOVE WILL NOT
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COMPROMISE in that way. And love is not violent!
● And the meaning of the ritual that the new pope went through – read on Friday about him being raised
to a higher level Reading:

2013, Mar 14 – Washington's Pope? - the section beginning
with “The catholic church: Chile vs Argentina” to the end
● we call on Kuthumi and St Germain . . . .

[SEE BELOW]

Reading:

[SEE BELOW]

2013, March 14 Hugo Chavez vs "The Network" by Greg Palast

Audio: a movie called Roadmap to Apartheid

http://www.youtube.com/movie/roadmap-to-apartheid
With a comparison between apartheid South Africa and the Israel/Palestine
conflict, this doc traces the future of one conflict from the past of another.
Weaving the history of apartheid into the complex issues facing Israelis and
Palestinians, it highlights the frighteningly similar laws and tools used by Israel
and apartheid-era South Africa. It's a dark picture of the present but offers
hope based on the peace that South Africa eventually found.
● There is trouble getting this movie going – there was trouble at both ends: BBS end and Skype end with
T& R: suspicion that they do not want to hear anything about this war – yet it is over: both Lucifer
and Sananda have seen it done.
Audio: 2013, Mar 13

Bradley Manning Speaks: In Leaked Court Recording,
Army Whistleblower Tells His Story for First Time

Audio: 2013, Mar 13

Daniel Ellsberg – On hearing Bradley Manning Act out of Conscience,
Secret Tape refutes Media Slander
[SEE BELOW]

[SEE BELOW]

Music: ??

Ladysmith Black Mambazo – Mbube (Wimoweh)
Astrology:
Richard
tonight's chart: we have the YOD – Jupiter at opposite midpoint between Saturn and Pluto ● Saturn rules and works with time and timing through Chronos, and restriction and limitations
● Saturn is in Scorpio: people younger than us are going through 2nd Saturn return
● North Node is in 20* and Saturn is in the 11*
● Pluto in Capricorn is doing its thing about transforming gov'ts etc
● Tonight Mars is in Aries – getting close to Uranus: Mars in 4* Aries and this will get energized with
Mars' urge to love; Venus is urge to be loved
Uranus, Mars, Sun and Venus are close together
● Mars goes direct tomorrow, so we are going to get some relief arent we? Only half way through the
process – over next 3 weeks until Mercury gets back up where it started, we continue to integrate
what we have been working on these last 3 weeks. Not over, but getting easier
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Next week:
● Monday an aspect clean day between the Planets or the moon – a Gemini moon – wide open for making
communications; thing to continue to open up and blossom
● Tuesday: moon will square Venus and the sun, trine
● Wed: Moon in Cancer, will trine Mercury and Chiron; sun moves into Aries in the morning
Wed afternoon – moon in Cancer and is void of course
● Thursday: Venus moves into Aries
● Friday: Mars conjunct Uranus = Divine Will expressing Divine Love through Mars
Moon will trine Uranus, Mars, Sun
● Saturday: Moon is void of course on Friday and Saturday, with no aspects
● Wed 27th – what will the full moon look like: oppose Venus, opposition to the sun; Oppose Uranus, trine
● Jupiter and oppose Jupiter and then oppose Mars
● Full moons are a lot about the blossoming of the issues we started on the new moon – we will
harvest what follows the full moon: on the 28th a super beneficial sun, moon and Uranus – triple
conjunction - the spring jump forward with lots of power – sun always rules in almost every case;
Mercury trines
Saturn here, too
th
● Good Friday on the 29
● 30th – another day with no aspects – 4 days this month
● Opportunity to use the void of course conditions when you want to do something that does not
encourage interference
● Easter Sunday – another busy day – lots of aspects
Reading: Voices of Our Ancestors: Cherokee Teachings from the Wisdom Fire by Dhyani Ywahoo
[she is from Sirius, like Mother]
Conf Call:
Caller1: Weather on west coast: in the mornings, fog from the ocean – takes a while to burn through – not
too hot today
● hoping that next week or after, things will come to fruition and the beloved Ascended master
will step in
T: they are here, but will not step in – they are guiding; the others would turn us into pickled herring!
● They are have go their hands around the throats of these ones; there is volumes of truth coming out
● BO at a press conference calling his gatherings with these ones gobbeldy gook!
Caller: and McConnell doing all he can to dismantle Obamacare
T: they are facing their own nemesis: facing their end – that is what T&R have known since Oct 31/79
● Taking them to the wood shed would be a light punishment!
● Quite challenging as the reptilians lack the emotion chip: Data's brother Lor got an emotion chip, but
was he mean!
● A papacy that has ordained murder for generations! That's what it is.
Caller: in the early day, we were not as populous as we are now
T: one billion people at start of 1900s – now we are headed to 7.3 billion people
Caller: what % of the population has been killed?
● 2 billion people in the last 100 years, by every means necessary – Jews, people of colour –
● everything still going on – Joe Wilson said in 2006, it was up to 2 million soldiers dead!
Caller: bringing bodies home in the airplanes – tried to keep it quiet
T: because the bodies were radio-active: saw lots of documents about it, including one soldier who was
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dying of radio-active poisoning and narrated the whole 2 hours
● Discussion of effect of solar flares: got a new modum
● Even BBS radio was having a terrible time at their end – Skype is dependent on comcast in the US –
can't get anything better in their area
Caller: Santa Fe's population?
T: 70,000 but doubles during tourist season
T: talking about machinations of the dark ones
● we are no longer in 5D; we are moving into 6D with the 6th sun, and 7D is over lapping too
Other Council Fires were before ours – the book read by Rainbird
Rainbird: the Pope when he was a Cardinal – showed him doing a blessing and saying please don't vote for
me – they think he looked petrified when he was looking at the people T: don't get a vote at the Vatican as you don't get it anywhere else on earth!
● the P2 Italian Free Masons lodge – would choose from the Phillipines one Caller: Heard about Wesley Clark interviewed by Amy Goodman: and reaction when they were told they
were going to Iraq: Lebanon, Iraq, Syria
● he is telling the American people now it was not about WMDs, it was all a lie – from an ex-general
T: they do this to save their own skin – let'em squawk.
● What a god send to know that Dr Keshe has these tools, and that the Ashtar Command is part of
our military – the enemy is IGNORANCE! And the people are catching on
● Mother has always said no nukes, no wars – Iraq was not about war
T: there is a trump card now – it only takes a small group of concerned citizens to change things – and
whistleblowers and the one line into MSNBC is good – Ed Schultz on satellite radio
● what Americans don't realize is that the rest of the world knows what we don't
Rainbird: watched ABC Nightly news last night: they had on about the Pope not going to be a permanent
pope, also mentioned the Dirty Wars
T: Keith Olberman said there would be a shift in the news in March / equinox: the shift in the news is
happening now
Rainbird: saw a lot of cloud ships this morning
Caller: Ed chose to not be working 15 hours a day like he is – chose the weekends when working people are
at home and can listen
● Scott Prouty – the 47% video man: he is working for the United Steelworkers and Charles
T: now hearing people say that Romney was evil and we don't know half of it
● Scott P said Romney said thanks but did not look him in the eye-basically ignored him
● Obama does just the opposite
Caller: seeing more content on MSNBC all the time – Rachel getting more and more into her path
● asking for their take on the new Pope
T: once you are Pope in the Jesuit order – 2003, the Black Pope was killed – they had a stand-in who was
barely mentioned; has to do with the Archonic energy –
● the ITCC people busted the energy of the archon energy in the Vatican, and Mother is
definitely here: she has always been here, but now it is a tangible sense –
● the primary beef is that the Vatican has defiled the feminine since 325 AD – 18 centuries –
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makes a 9 - means the end
● it is the 33rd year that the battle with the dark forces has been going on; bubble is bursting
● the entire world economy and all called governance has been controlled by the Vatican
● where did they get that land? How arrogant is it to own the whole planet on paper?
● They stole that land by murdering the Templars who had tremendous wealth but did good things
– they took over the Templars and made all the Templar property theirs
● it is why so many people came to North America – they would be killed. Tara knew a little girl
whose father was Spanish Jewish and escaped the Spanish Inquisition
● the rulers in Israel are Khazars, the rulers of the Vaticon are Khazars/archons
Reading: Operation Condor -Trial on Latin American Rendition and Assassination

[SEE BELOW]

T: talks about this Pope taking the oath – she is reading the ceremony the pope went through:
Reading: The Jesuits are a Military Religious Order of the Roman Catholic Church
[SEE BELOW]
Reading: 2013 Ascension Symptoms List and Predictions Year; the Cosmic Mother and Rose Ray
Return to Earth
[SEE BELOW]
Audio: [KR419] Keiser Report: Financial Pearl-Harbor with Jim Rickards
We ask why China fears currency war. They also look at Johnson & Johnson’s big loss on
Venezuela’s currency devaluation and what this means in a currency war world where major
devaluations can happen at any moment. In the second half of the show, Max Keiser talks
to Jim Rickards, author of Currency Wars, about which nations are winning the war.

Reading: The Mayan Factor

Closing:

Rainbird

FOLLOWING - PRINTED RESOURCES RELATED TO THE NOTES
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2013, Mar 11
Ben Fulford
http://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2013/03/ben-fulford-march-11-2013-2500606.html
This week the papal conclave starts and two well-connected insiders each have a different version of who will be
pope. A senior member of the Italian P2 Freemason Lodge and of the Teutonic Knights says that, in a move to
court Asia, the next pope will be Cardinal Louis Antonio Tagle of the Philippines. However, a European based
CIA source says it will be a Venetian nobleman by the name of “Anthony Scola [the Cardinal of Milan], count
on it.”
While this is going on, North Korea is making public nuclear threats to South Korea while secretly proposing a
union between North and South Korea with Northern political leadership and Southern economic control,
according to Japanese military intelligence and North Korean yakuza sources.
The Sabbatean Mafiosi, who were pushing for a unified Muslim/Christian one world religion secretly controlled
by Satanists are, for their part, still desperately trying to start World War 3 in the Middle East, this time by using
a false flag chemical weapons attack in Syria, according to Mossad sources.
There is also a squad of cabalist assassins stationed in Rome now trying to make sure certain large drug money
laundering institutions like Bank of America, Baine Capital, Mellon Bank and some other major Chicago mob
(Obama) interests are not bankrupted by reforms to the BIS and the Vatican Bank, according to a P2 Lodge
source. With the criminal persecution of former Prime Minister Berlusconni and the fall of the Bush family and
their ally Ted Turner (of CNN), among others, these “Khazarian Mafiosi” are like cornered, dangerous animals,
the source adds.
If the reformist faction of the Vatican succeeds in selecting Cardinal Tagle, who is of mixed Castilian, Chinese
and Philippino descent, then there could be trouble. Tagle is one of only two candidates for Pope who has not
been implicated in sexual scandals, according to a group representing victims of sexual abuse by priests.
telegraph.co.uk/news/religion/the-pope/9917261/Only-two-papal-candidates-clean-of-sex-abuse-scandals-saysvictims-group.html
Tagle is also backed by the just retired pope, “those that count among the curia,” and the old Genovese banking
aristocratic families, according to an Italian aristocrat. He would be certain to reform the Vatican Bank and thus
put an end to money laundering at this institution. This would be part of a push to force all of the world’s banks
to accept Basel III reforms and would put an end to large scale illegal financial activity by Khazarian mobsters.
Scola, however, represents the “Merchants of Venice” group of old Italian black nobility including the highly
secretive Del Banco family (the original banksters), according to MI5 and Japanese underworld sources. Some
of the Del Banco family changed their name to Warburg a long time ago and were among the principal founders
of the Federal Reserve Board.
Recently some members of the Warburg family have been found hanged in apparent “suicides,” according to
MI5 sources.
If money laundering is completely stopped at a high level by the BIS and the reformed Vatican bank, then the
$2.5 trillion per year, mostly Sabbatean mafia controlled, illegal drug business would be in serious trouble.
Since these people have a fleet of submarines at their disposal and still have at least three 500 kiloton class
stolen nuclear weapons it is conceivable that they would react to the announcement of a truly reformist pope by
blowing up Rome. That would fit with the prophecies of St. Malachi (possible origin of the word “malarkey?”)
but would be a major tragedy for humanity as a whole.
On the other hand, selecting an Italian as Pope would anger the vast majority of the world’s Catholics who are
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anxious for a non-European pope and real reform of that troubled institution.
The political situation in Europe is also moving rapidly against the old world order a man like Scola would be
seen as representing. Turmoil there is intensifying by the day, with the latest being the rise of an anti-Euro
political party in Germany.
The legal moves by the owners of the historical treasures that have been illegally used to support the Euro are
also coming to a head and will make sure the status quo ante cannot be maintained.
The British Commonwealth also put out a signal against the cabal last week when Queen Elizabeth announced
“core commonwealth values,” agreed to by 54 nations (population 2.5 billion people) of the commonwealth.
“This is a clear sign that the Commonwealth is not dead,” an MI5 source said. “This could help with a major rebalancing in Asia to reduce cabal and EU interests,” he added.
That is why the Khazarians (Sabbatean Mafia) are so desperate to start a big war to try to avoid their impending
doom.
This brings us to the threat of an invasion of Syria by Turkey, Israel, Jordan and the United States in response to
a false flag chemical weapons attack as advertised on the Mossad linked website Debka.
debka.com/article/22811/Joint-US-Israel-Turkish-Jordanian-HQ-to-operate-in-Syria-in-chemical-warHowever, the Russians have clearly drawn a line in the sand at Syria and the Pentagon has repeatedly rebuffed
cabal attempts to start World War 3 in the Middle East. The Jews in the United States are also sick and tired of
the criminal activities of the rogue Netanyahu gangster regime in Israel.
It is worth remembering that the symbol of the flag of the rogue state of Israel is the star of Lucifer and that the
mobsters who put that symbol of the flag have been weapons, slave and drug dealers for thousands of years.
Right now, for example, they are using their mercenary war to against Syria to get slave girls. “The girls are
being trafficked by the Jordanians to the Saudis, Qataris etc.,” says a Western diplomat just returned from a visit
to a refugee camp in Syria.
In Afghanistan too, President Kharzai last week openly accused the US military of collaborating with the
Taliban, in a move that was definitely not part of the script he was supposed to read to the assembled corporate
slave press.
bloomberg.com/news/2013-03-10/karzai-accuses-u-s-of-taliban-collusion-as-hagel-visits.html
Everybody who still has an independent working brain and pays attention knows the US military is in Afghanistan waging a
fake war with their Taliban allies to support the $500 billion a year Sabbatean mafia run heroin business there.
The situation in Asia, meanwhile, centers on negotiations between China, Japan, ASEAN, South Korea, North Korea and
Taiwan to promote greater regional political and economic integration.
As a part of this, North Korea has been using its US supplied nuclear weapons as a bargaining chip to force an end to the
artificial division of the Korean peninsula. They are proposing a North-South link based on Northern political control and
Southern economic control.
The Chinese are also adamant that the Okinawan archipelago was part of China until Japan seized the islands in 1895. The
White Dragon Society is proposing that Okinawa once again become an independent kingdom and that both China and
Japan pay for a US military presence there to maintain the neutrality of the Islands. Okinawa could then become
Japanese/Chinese free trade zone as it has been historically. Of course, Japan will have to remove the Sabbatean slave
politicians still in power here before such a deal could become possible. That in turn will await developments in the West.
The horse trading continues
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2013, March 14

“Washington’s Pope”? Who is Pope Francis I? Cardinal Jorge Mario
Bergoglio and Argentina’s “Dirty War”
By Prof Michel Chossudovsky
Global Research, March 14, 2013
Url of this article:
http://www.globalresearch.ca/washingtons-pope-who-is-francis-i-cardinal-jorge-mario-bergoglio-andargentinas-dirty-war/5326675
The Vatican conclave has elected Cardinal Jorge Mario Bergoglio as Pope Francis I
Who is Jorge Mario Bergoglio?
In 1973, he had been appointed “Provincial” of Argentina for the Society of Jesus.
In this capacity, Bergoglio was the highest ranking Jesuit in Argentina during the military dictatorship led by
General Jorge Videla (1976-1983).
He later became bishop and archbishop of Buenos Aires. Pope John Paul II elevated him to the title of cardinal in
2001
When the military junta relinquished power in 1983, the duly elected president Raúl Alfonsín set up a Truth
Commission pertaining to the crimes underlying the “Dirty War” (La Guerra Sucia).
The military junta had been supported covertly by Washington.
US. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger played a behind the scenes role in the 1976 military coup.
Kissinger’s top deputy on Latin America, William Rogers, told him two days after the coup that
“we’ve got to expect a fair amount of repression, probably a good deal of blood, in Argentina before
too long.” … (National Security Archive, March 23, 2006)
Photo above: Henry Kissinger and General Jorge Videla (1970s)

“Operation Condor”
Ironically, a major trial opened up in Buenos Aires on March 5, 2013 a week prior to Cardinal Bergoglio’s
investiture as Pontiff. The ongoing trial in Buenos Aires is: “to consider the totality of crimes carried out under
Operation Condor, a coordinated campaign by various US-backed Latin American dictatorships in the 1970s
and 1980s to hunt down, torture and murder tens of thousands of opponents of those regimes.”
For further details, see Operation Condor: Trial On Latin American Rendition And Assassination Program By
Carlos Osorio and Peter Kornbluh, March 10, 2013

.
The military junta led by General Jorge Videla (left) was responsible for countless assassinations,
including priests and nuns who opposed military rule following the CIA sponsored March 24, 1976 coup which
overthrew the government of Isabel Peron:
”Videla was among the generals convicted of human rights crimes, including “disappearances”,
torture, murders and kidnappings. In 1985, Videla was sentenced to life imprisonment at the
military prison of Magdalena.”
Wall Street and the Neoliberal Economic Agenda
One of the key appointments of the military junta (on the instructions of Wall Street) was the Minister of
Economy, Jose Alfredo Martinez de Hoz, a member of Argentina’s business establishment and a close friend of
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David Rockefeller. (See Image below: From left to right: Jose Alfredo Martinez de Hoz, David Rockefeller and
General Jorge Videla)
The neoliberal macro-economic policy package adopted under Martinez de Hoz was a “carbon copy” of that
imposed in October 1973 in Chile by the Pinochet dictatorship under advice from the “Chicago Boys”, following
the September 11, 1973 coup d’Etat and the assassination of president Salvador Allende.
Wages were immediately frozen by decree. Real purchasing power collapsed by more than 30 percent in the 3
months following the March 24, 1976 military coup. (Author’s estimates, Cordoba, Argentina, July 1976). The
Argentinean population was impoverished.
Under the helm of Minister of Economy Jose Alfredo Martinez de Hoz, central bank monetary policy was
largely determined by Wall Street and the IMF. The currency market was manipulated. The Peso was deliberately
overvalued leading to an insurmountable external debt. The entire national economy was precipitated into
bankruptcy.
Wall Street and the Catholic Church Hierarchy
Wall Street was firmly behind the military Junta which waged “The Dirty War” on its behalf. In turn, the
Catholic Church hierarchy played a central role in sustaining the legitimacy of the military Junta.
The Order of Jesus –which represented the Conservative yet most influential faction within the Catholic Church,
closely associated with Argentina’s economic elites– was firmly behind the military Junta, against so-called
“Leftists” in the Peronista movement.
“The Dirty War”: Allegations directed Against Cardinal Jorge Mario Bergoglio
In 2005, human rights lawyer Myriam Bregman filed a criminal suit against Cardinal Jorge Bergoglio,
accusing him of conspiring with the military junta in the 1976 kidnapping of two Jesuit priests.
Image Left: Jorge Mario Bergoglio and General Jorge Videla
Bergoglio, who at the time was “Provincial” for the Society of Jesus, had ordered two “Leftist” Jesuit priests “to
leave their pastoral work” (i.e. they were fired) following divisions within the Society of Jesus regarding the role
of the Catholic Church and its relations to the military Junta.
Condemning the military dictatorship (including human rights violations) was a taboo within the Catholic
Church. While the upper echelons of the Church were supportive of the military Junta, the grassroots of the
Church was firmly opposed to the imposition of military rule.
In 2010, the survivors of the “Dirty War” accused Cardinal Jorge Bergoglio of complicity in the kidnapping of
two members of the Society of Jesus Francisco Jalics y Orlando Yorio, (El Mundo, 8 November 2010)
In the course of the trial initiated in 2005, “Bergoglio twice invoked his right under Argentine law to refuse to
appear in open court, and when he eventually did testify in 2010, his answers were evasive”:
“At least two cases directly involved Bergoglio. One examined the torture of two of his Jesuit
priests — Orlando Yorio and Francisco Jalics — who were kidnapped in 1976 from the slums
where they advocated liberation theology. Yorio accused Bergoglio of effectively handing them over
to the death squads… by declining to tell the regime that he endorsed their work. Jalics refused to
discuss it after moving into seclusion in a German monastery.” (Los Angeles Times, April 1, 2005)
The accusations directed against Bergoglio regarding the two kidnapped Jesuit priests are but the tip of the
iceberg. The entire Catholic hierarchy was behind the Military Junta. According to lawyer Myriam Bregman:
“Bergoglio’s own statements proved church officials knew from early on that the junta was torturing and
killing its citizens, and yet publicly endorsed the dictators. “The dictatorship could not have operated this
way without this key support,” (Los Angeles Times, April 1, 2005 emphasis added
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)
Holy Communion for the Dictators (image right: General Jorge Videla takes communion from priest Jorge
Mario Bergoglio)
The Catholic hierarchy was tacitly complicit in torture and mass killings, an estimated “22,000 dead and
disappeared, from 1976 to 1978 … Thousands of additional victims were killed between 1978 and 1983 when
the military was forced from power.” (National Security Archive, March 23, 2006)
The Catholic Church: Chile versus Argentina
It is worth noting that in the wake of the military coup in Chile on September 11,1973, the Cardinal of Santiago
de Chile, Raul Silva Henriquez openly condemned the military junta led by General Augusto Pinochet. In
marked contrast to Argentina, this stance of the Catholic hierarchy in Chile was instrumental in curbing the tide
of political assassinations and human rights violations directed against supporters of Salvador Allende and
opponents of the military regime.
Had Jorge Mario Bergoglio taken a similar stance to that of Cardinal Raul Silva Henriquez, thousands of lives
would have been saved.
“Operation Condor” and the Catholic Church
The election of Cardinal Bergoglio by the Vatican conclave to serve as Pope Francis I will have immediate
repercussions regarding the ongoing “Operation Condor” Trial in Buenos Aires.
The Church was involved in supporting the military Junta. This is something which will emerge in course of the
trial proceedings. No doubt, there will be attempts to obfuscate the role of the Catholic hierarchy and the newly
appointed pope Francis I, who served as head of Argentina’s Jesuit order during the military dictatorship.
Jorge Mario Bergoglio: “Washington’s Pope in the Vatican”?
The election of Pope Francis I has broad geopolitical implications for the entire Latin American region.
In the 1970s, Jorge Mario Bergoglio was supportive of a US sponsored military dictatorship.
The Catholic hierarchy in Argentina supported the military government.
Wall Street’s interests were sustained through Jose Alfredo Martinez de Hoz’ office at the Ministry of Economy.
The Catholic Church in Latin America is politically influential. It also has a grip on public opinion. This is
known and understood by the architects of US foreign policy.
In Latin America, where a number of governments are now challenging US hegemony, one would expect –given
Bergoglio’s track record– that the new Pontiff Francis I as leader of the Catholic Church, will play de facto, a
discrete “undercover” political role on behalf of Washington.
With Jorge Bergoglio, Pope Francis I in the Vatican (who faithfully served US interests in the heyday of General
Jorge Videla) the hierarchy of the Catholic Church in Latin America can once again be effectively manipulated
to undermine “progressive” (Leftist) governments, not only in Argentina (in relation to the government of
Cristina Kirschner) but throughout the entire region, including Venezuela, Ecuador and Bolivia.
The instatement of “a pro-US pope” occurred a week following the death of president Hugo Chavez.
Washington and Wall Street’s Pope in the Vatican?
The US State Department routinely pressures members of the United Security Council with a view to
influencing the vote pertaining to Security Council resolutions.
US covert operations and propaganda campaigns are routinely applied with a view to influencing national
elections in different countries around the World.
Did the US government attempt to influence the election of the new pontiff? Jorge Mario Bergoglio was
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Washington’s preferred candidate.
Were undercover pressures discretely exerted by Washington, within the Catholic Church, directly or indirectly,
on the 115 cardinals who are members of the Vatican conclave, leading to the election of a pontiff who will
faithfully serve US foreign policy interests in Latin America?
Author’s Note
From the outset of the military regime in 1976, I was Visiting Professor at the Social Policy Institute of the
Universidad Nacional de Cordoba, Argentina. My major research focus at the time was to investigate the social
impacts of the deadly macroeconomic reforms adopted by the military Junta.
I was teaching at the University of Cordoba during the initial wave of assassinations which also targeted
progressive grassroots members of the Catholic clergy.
The Northern industrial city of Cordoba was the center of the resistance movement. I witnessed how the Catholic
hierarchy actively and routinely supported the military junta, creating an atmosphere of intimidation and fear
throughout the country. The general feeling at the time was that Argentinians had been betrayed by the upper
echelons of the Catholic Church.
Three years earlier, at the time of Chile’s September 11, 1973 military coup, leading to the overthrow of the
Popular Unity government of Salvador Allende, I was Visiting Professor at the Institute of Economics, Catholic
University of Chile, Santiago de Chile.
In the immediate wake of the coup in Chile, I witnessed how the Cardinal of Santiago, Raul Silva Henriquez –
acting on behalf of the Catholic Church– confronted the military dictatorship.
Copyright © 2013 Global Research
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2013, March 14
Hugo Chavez vs "The Network"
http://www.gregpalast.com/hugo-chavez-vs-the-network/#more-7933
By Greg Palast for Vice Magazine

London, February 2002. A tiny, dark and intense woman waited at the end of a lecture until I was alone, brought
her face strangely close to mine and whispered, “President Chavez needs you. Right now. To Caracas. Right
now. You must come to see him.”
President Who? All I knew about this Hugo Chavez guy was that he was an Latin-American jefe, led a bungled
coup and was filled with a lot of populist bullshit and a lot of oil.
And I also knew that no one at BBC Newsnight was going to blow the budget for me to fly to South America to
talk about a nation that 92 percent of our viewers couldn't find on a map and wouldn't want to “Send me an

email.”
“There will be a coup. March 15.”
“The Ides of March. I like that. Aren't there always coups down there?”
“They'll kill him, undo everything. He needs you to stop it, he wants to explain it to you because he
knows you understand.”
Actually, you'd be surprised at the amount I don't understand at all. “So talk.”
She did – for four hours – and wore me down into submission. But back at Newsnight I looked like an
idiot when March 15 came and went with just a little gunfire in Caracas.
Three weeks later, the President of Venezuela, Hugo Chavez, was kidnapped and held hostage by the
head of Venezuela's Chamber of Commerce. Suddenly the BBC had to get me on a plane.
When I got to the Presidential Palace, Chavez was already back at his desk, though the bullet holes in
the palace's walls weren't yet filled in.
Chavez told me that he'd agreed to be taken hostage by gunmen on the condition that his staff and their
trapped children would be allowed to escape. He was bundled into a helicopter, and when it swerved
out to sea he assumed he would be pushed out: “I was calm. I was ready.”
So who was behind it?
Chavez gave me information on US military attachés who had met with the plotters. While I couldn't
verify any specific US directive to seize him, I didn't have to: I had grinning photos of George W
Bush's new US Ambassador, Charles Shapiro, congratulating Chavez' kidnappers.
The question was, why? Why the need to eliminate Chavez, by coup, by bullet, by propaganda,
embargo, or, as we later discovered, by screwing with Venezuela's vote count?
As a purgative for the crappola fed to Americans about Chavez, my foundation, The Palast
Investigative Fund, is offering the film, The Assassination of Hugo Chavez, as a FREE download.
Based on Palast's several meetings with Chavez, his kidnappers and his would-be assassins, filmed for
BBC Television. DVDs also available. Watch the Video and share the link.
No doubt that for Bush's oil-o-crats, Chavez' doubling the royalties paid by Exxon and Chevron was
worth the price of a bullet; but it was no more than the amount that Sarah Palin would seize from the
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oil companies when she ruled Alaska. So what was it?
The answer was in the movie Network.
“AM I GETTING THROUGH TO YOU, MR. BEALE? The Arabs have taken billions of
dollars out of this country, and now THEY MUST GIVE IT BACK!
“It is ebb and flow, tidal gravity. You are an old man who thinks in terms of national and
peoples. THERE ARE NO NATIONS. There are no peoples. There is only ONE
HOLISTIC SYSTEM OF SYSTEM, one vast and immense, interwoven, interacting, multivariate, multi-national dominion of dollars. Petro-dollars. Electro-dollars. Multi-dollars.IT
IS THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF CURRENCY which determines the totality of
life on this planet. Am I getting through to you? ”

Chavez had defied gravity, overpowered the tide. Venezuela earned billions in petro-dollars from the
USA – but then, Chavez refused to “give it back”.
Third World nations are not supposed to keep the dollars paid to suck out their oil and mineral blood.
For every dollar US consumers pay the Saudis for their oil, about $1.24 is given back as Saudis return
the funds by purchasing US Treasury debt or hunks of US banks, CitiCorp for one.
In 2005, the US spent $227 billion in Latin America, sapping its properties and resources. But the
money turned right around and, added to the funds sent to Miami by Latin America's elite, immediately
became a $379 million loan to the US Treasury and financiers.
Argentina leant the US at 4 percent interest, then had to borrow its own money back at 16 percent – the
whirring wheel, this grinder, left school teachers in Buenos Aires hunting in garbage cans for food.
Riots followed and – in Peru, Ecuador, Argentina and elsewhere – this led to tanks in the street,
currency collapse, crisis and the “rescue” by the IMF. Rescue meant forcing the mass sell-off of state
industries, from oil to water systems, to the crushing of labour unions and to swallowing the whole
bottle of poisons kept by the elite of the Northern Hemisphere for just such occasions.
And that was the plan. Literally. I've held the proof in my hands, about five thousand pages of financial
agreements, all labelled “confidential” and “not to be distributed except by authorized persons”, which
bore benign titles like “World Bank Poverty Reduction Strategy, Argentina.”
Why would the IMF, World Bank and the bankers not want to make their wonderful plans for reducing
poverty public? It was for the same reason the finance ministers who signed the documents didn't even
tell their own presidents: they were in fact “reduce-to-poverty” plans, complete resource surrender.
For these deliberately bankrupted nations, it was sign or starve. Until Hugo Chavez came along. Early
on, Chavez withdrew $20 billion of Venezuela's money leant to the US Federal Reserve, to create a
giant micro-lending program for his citizens. Then he went a step too far, establishing what the Wall
Street Journal called, “a tropical IMF”.
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In 2000 and after, when the IMF and banks moved to financially strangle these nations by making their
debts unsalable, Hugo Chavez would roll up in his oil-gilded chariot. He effectively underwrote
Argentina's debt, providing 250million dollars worth of loans, and assistance to Ecuador. After Enron
seized Argentina's water system and Occidental seized Ecuador's oil fields, Argentina's President
Nestor Kirchner, followed by Ecuador's Correa, told US banks to go fuck themselves. And the IMF,
too.
Then there was the big one: Brazil. The World Bank/IMF “Poverty Reduction Strategy” for Brazil
required the nation to close its publicly-owned banks, to sell off its vast oil properties, to give away its
power industry and, to please the new foreign owners, slash wages and pensions. But with Chavez
prepared to back up its new President, Lula Ignacio de Silva, the mighty little man from the Socialist
Workers Party could tell the IMF to stick it where the free market don't shine.
For the first time in contemporary history, resource states refused to give back the money received for
their resource. At Chavez' funeral, Lula, former President Ignacio de Silva of Brazil, praised this as
Chavez' most revolutionary act.
Now, instead of billions flowing North, Latin American capital was staying in Latin America. It is
delicious irony that the European and American financiers, fleeing from the economic conflagration
they'd ignited in their home countries, are loading their loot onto planes for Brazil. And that
Venezuela's central bank made a mint on its intra-continental loans.
And so, a coup was called for.
In 2002, Chavez' oil company chief, Ali Rodriguez, told me: “America can't let us stay in power. We
are the exception to the New Globalization Order. If we succeed, we are an example to all the
Americas.”
That you were, Hugo Chavez. That you are, Venezuela. And all the Americas are ready.
* * * * * * *
Palast is the author of the New York Times bestsellers Billionaires & Ballot Bandits: How to Steal an
Election in 9 Easy Steps, The Best Democracy Money Can Buy, Armed Madhouse and the highly acclaimed
Vultures' Picnic, named Book of the Year 2012 on BBC Newsnight Review.
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2013, Mar 12 Bradley Manning Speaks: In Leaked Court Recording, Army Whistleblower Tells
His Story for First Time
A leaked audio recording has emerged of the statement Army whistleblower Bradley Manning
delivered at his pretrial hearing in military court late last month. Manning acknowledged he gave
hundreds of thousands of classified documents to WikiLeaks, saying he wanted to show the American
public the "true costs of war" and "spark a domestic debate on the role of the military and our foreign
policy in general as it related to Iraq and Afghanistan." This is the first time Manning’s voice has been
heard publicly since he was arrested nearly three years ago. We air excerpts of his remarks, hearing
Manning describe in his own voice the moment he decided to release the documents and the outrage he
felt at the "Collateral Murder" video of an Apache helicopter attack in Iraq. [includes rush transcript]

Transcript
AARON MATÉ: Since his arrest nearly three years ago for the largest leak of state secrets in U.S.
history, Army Private Bradley Manning has not been able to tell the world his own story. Accusing him
of "aiding the enemy" for providing a trove of classified U.S. cables and files to WikiLeaks, the Bush
administration and Obama administrations have kept Manning in harsh military detention, including
many months in solitary confinement, prompting the U.N.'s top torture expert to criticize the U.S. for
"cruel and degrading" treatment. Facing up to life in prison, Manning's voice has been silenced by more
than 1,000 days behind bars and the full brunt of the national security state.
Well, the silencing of Bradley Manning ends today. A leaked audio recording has emerged of the
statement Manning delivered at his pretrial hearing in military court late last month. Manning
acknowledged he gave the classified documents to WikiLeaks. He said he wanted to show the
American public, quote, the "true costs of war" and "spark a domestic debate on the role of the military
and our foreign policy in general as it related to Iraq and Afghanistan."
AMY GOODMAN: During the hearing at Fort Meade, Bradley Manning took responsibility for leaking files
including the so-called "Collateral Murder" video of an Apache helicopter attack in Iraq, U.S. diplomatic cables,
records on detainees at Guantánamo. He described the anguish he felt at witnessing the video footage of U.S.
aerial pilots shooting down unarmed Iraqi civilians and discussed his personal isolation in the military as a gay
soldier.
Portions of Manning’s statement were reported by journalists and supporters who witnessed it inside the
courtroom. But military censors prevented the release of a complete transcript until just this week. Now,
Democracy Now! has obtained a secret recording of Manning’s remarks that allows us to hear Bradley Manning
tell his story in his own words. It’s the first time most people will hear not just Manning’s story, but his voice.
The recording was released today by the group Freedom of the Press Foundation, a new organization that funds
independent journalism organizations dedicated to transparency and accountability in government. The full
recording is up on their website, the Freedom of the Press Foundation; it’s called PressFreedomFoundation.org.
In a moment, we’ll be joined by Daniel Ellsberg, arguably the nation’s most famous whistleblower for leaking
the Pentagon Papers in 1971. But first let’s turn to the leaked audio of Bradley Manning’s statement. In this clip,
Manning begins to explain his motivation for releasing a trove of classified information to WikiLeaks. He starts
with what are called "Significant Activities" tables, or SigActs for short, incident reports from U.S. military
operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. And you’re going to have to listen closely, as the audio can be very difficult
to hear. After downloading those SigAct tables, Manning said he began to think about what he knew and the
information he had in his possession.

BRADLEY MANNING: I began to think about what I knew and the information I still had
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in my possession. For me, the SigActs represented the on-the-ground reality of both the
conflicts—of both the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan. I felt we were risking so much for
—we were risking so much for people that seemed unwilling to cooperate with us, leading
to frustration and hatred on both sides. I began to become depressed with the situation that
we found ourselves increasingly mired in year after year. The SigActs documented this in
great detail and provided context of what we were seeing on the ground.
In attempting to conduct counterterrorism, or CT, and counterinsurgency, COIN,
operations, we became obsessed with capturing and killing human targets on lists and on
being suspicious of and avoiding cooperation with our host nation partners, and ignoring
the second and third order effects of accomplishing short-term goals and missions.
I believe that if the general public, especially the American public, had access to the
information contained within the CIDNE-I and CIDNE-A tables, this could spark a
domestic debate on the role of the military and our foreign policy in general, as well as it
related to Iraq and Afghanistan.
I also believed the detailed analysis of the data over a long period of time by different
sectors of society might cause society to reevaluate the need or even the desire to engage in
counterterrorism and counterinsurgency operations that ignore the debate—that ignore the
complex dynamics of the people living in the effected environment every day.
AMY GOODMAN: Bradley Manning went on to discuss the so-called "Collateral Murder" video of an Apache
helicopter—made by military—Apache helicopter attack in Iraq, July 12, 2007, and admitted for the first time
being the source of the leaked tape. The video shows U.S. forces killing 12 people, including a Reuters
videographer, Namir Noor-Eldeen, and his driver, Saeed Chmagh. Bradley Manning said he was alarmed by the
U.S. pilots’, quote, "delightful bloodlust," which, he said, "seemed similar to a child torturing ants with a
magnifying glass." Bradley Manning began by saying it was clear to him the helicopter incident happened
because the pilots mistakenly identified Reuters employees as a potential threat and that the people in the bongo
truck were merely attempting to assist the wounded.

BRADLEY MANNING: It was clear to me that the event happened because the aerial
weapons team mistakenly identified Reuters employees as a potential threat and that the
people in the bongo truck were merely attempting to assist the wounded. The people in the
van were not a threat but merely "Good Samaritans."
The most alarming aspect of the video to me, however, was the seemingly delightful
bloodlust the aerial weapons team—they appeared to have. They dehumanized the
individuals they were engaging and seemed to not value human life by referring to them as,
quote, "dead bastards," unquote, and congratulating each other on the ability to kill in a
large—in large numbers.
At one point in the video, there’s an individual on the ground attempting to crawl to safety.
The individual is seriously wounded. Instead of calling for medical attention to the location,
one of the aerial weapons team crew members verbally asks for the wounded person to pick
up a weapon so that he can have a reason to engage. For me, this seems similar to a child
torturing ants with a magnifying glass.
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While saddened by the aerial weapons team’s true lack—crew’s lack of concern about
human life, I was disturbed by the response of the discovery of injured children at the
scene. In the video, you can see the bongo truck driving up to assist the wounded
individual. In response, the aerial weapons team crew assumes the individuals are a threat.
They repeatedly request for authorization to fire on the bongo truck, and once granted, they
engage the vehicle at least six times.
Shortly after the second engagement, a mechanized infantry unit arrives at the scene.
Within minutes, the aerial weapons team crew learns that children were in the van, and
despite the injuries, the crew exhibits no remorse. Instead, they downplay the significance
of their actions, saying, quote, "Well, it’s their fault for bringing their kids into a battle,"
unquote.
The aerial weapons team crew members sound like they lack sympathy for the children or
the parents. Later, in a particularly disturbing manner, the aerial weapons team crew
verbalizes enjoyment at the sight of one of the ground vehicles driving over a body.
AMY GOODMAN: Bradley Manning, discussing the video showing U.S. helicopter pilots killing 12
people in Iraq, including two Reuters employees. Manning went on to tell the court he was encouraged
by the public reaction to the video’s release. He said he hoped the public would be as alarmed as him
about the conduct of the aerial weapons team crew members. Listen carefully.
BRADLEY MANNING: I hoped that the public would be as alarmed as me about the
conduct of the aerial weapons team crew members. I wanted the American public to know
that not everyone in Iraq and Afghanistan were targets that needed to be neutralized, but
rather people who were struggling to live in the pressure-cooker environment of what we
call "asymmetric warfare."
After the release, I was encouraged by the response in the media and general public who
observed the aerial weapons team video. As I hoped, others were just as troubled, if not
more troubled, than me by what they saw.
AMY GOODMAN: That was Army whistleblower Bradley Manning reading a prepared statement in
court last month—a statement you were not supposed to hear. But for the first time, this video—this
audio recording is being heard, surreptitiously recorded in the court.
For more, we’re joined by perhaps the country’s most famous whistleblower, Daniel Ellsberg, who
leaked the Pentagon Papers in 1971, the secret history of U.S. involvement in Vietnam. Daniel Ellsberg
is joining us from the University of California.
DANIEL ELLSBERG: Yes, thank you. Now I hear.
AMY GOODMAN: Dan, welcome to Democracy Now! I know you’ve been inside the courtroom
where Bradley Manning has spoken. Can you talk about the significance—can you talk about the
significance of this audiotape? Can you talk about the significance, Dan, of this audiotape?
We’re going to go to a break to work out the—our connection to the Berkeley studios. This is
Democracy Now!, democracynow.org, The War and Peace Report. Back in a minute.
http://www.democracynow.org/2013/3/12/bradley_manning_speaks_in_leaked_court
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2013, March 13

Daniel Ellsberg~In Hearing Bradley Manning Act Out of Conscience, Secret
Tape Refutes Media Slander

To discuss Bradley Manning’s recorded court statement that was recently leaked to the press, we’re
joined by perhaps the country’s most famous whistleblower, Daniel Ellsberg. Ellsberg leaked the
Pentagon Papers in 1971, the secret history of the U.S. involvement in Vietnam. "What we’ve heard are
people like The New York Times who have consistently slandered him ... that he was vague and
couldn’t think of specific instances that had led him to inform the American people of injustices,"
Ellsberg says. "The American people can now, for the first time, hear Bradley in his own words,
emotionally and in the greatest specific detail, tell what it was that he felt that needed revelation."
[includes rush transcript]

Transcript
AMY GOODMAN: Our guest in studio at the University of California, Daniel Ellsberg, Pentagon
Papers whistleblower, co-founder of the Freedom of the Press Foundation. Dan, can you talk about the
significance of the release of this surreptitiously recorded audio of Bradley Manning’s statement in
court?
DANIEL ELLSBERG: Hello, hello, hello. They’re working on—
AMY GOODMAN: Hi, Dan. Can you talk about the significance of the audiotape?
DANIEL ELLSBERG: Yes, this is the first time in three years that the American public has had a
chance to have an unfiltered impression of Private Bradley Manning himself, in his own words, in his
own voice. For three years, he has been virtually incommunicado except for his lawyers, and we’ve
heard only third-hand hearsay, often by people who aren’t at all sympathetic to him, about his nature
and why he did.
By pleading guilty to these military—violating these military regulations, which he almost surely did,
he’s freed himself to speak out now as to what exactly he did do and why he did it. If he can, of course,
explain why he did what he did while he was still pleading not guilty and putting the burden of the
proof on his actions on the government, that was his right to do, but it prevented him from saying that
he had done the things, the acts, they were charging. In other words, he’s in exactly the same position I
was in at the beginning of my trial, when I took full responsibility and I stipulated to all the facts that
were presented in the trial. There was nothing to argue about, about what I had done.
The issue in my case was whether any law had been broken. Apparently, The New York Times never got
to understand how I was pleading not guilty when I had indeed admitted to exactly what I had done.
Bill Keller, obviously, the later executive editor of the Times, has never come to understand the
problematic nature of the charges I was faced with and that Bradley Manning is faced with. I know
them by heart: 18 U.S.C. 793 paragraphs (d) and (e). The best legal advisers at the time, like Mel
Nimmer, said that those acts were unconstitutional, those portions, as applied to a leaker, instead of
being applied to someone who had secretly given information to a foreign government or an enemy, the
espionage that the Espionage Act was named for. To use them against someone like Manning or me
who gave information for the benefit of the American people was not at all the intention of Congress,
never was the intention of Congress. And so, whereas I did what I did, essentially, in my era, the
comparable acts to what Manning did, the argument is very strong, legally, that we had not broken any
law that could hold up as constitutional.
AARON MATÉ: Well, Dan Ellsberg—
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DANIEL ELLSBERG: I was—moreover, he was also free now, by having admitted these acts, as I
was at the beginning of my trial, to take full responsibility, not only morally, but to say specifically: No
one else in the government had helped me, no one had taken any part of it, no one knew anything of it.
So they were off the hook, even though President Nixon continued to suspect, wrongly, that the FBI
was wrong and that I had not acted alone.
In Manning’s case, he’s now able to say, in his own voice, for the public to hear for the first time, that
he acted before he had had any contact with Assange. He had made his decision. They did not
encourage him or press him. They did nothing more than any journalist would do in course of allowing
him to get his information to them. In short, The New York Times, which should not be subject to these
charges, surely, is, in the eyes of the government, just as guilty as WikiLeaks or Julian Assange. And if
there’s going to be continued, after this acknowledgment, a grand jury investigating Julian Assange and
WikiLeaks, there should be a grand jury investigating The New York Times — there won’t be —
because they did exactly the same thing.
AARON MATÉ: Well, Dan Ellsberg, speaking of The New York Times —
DANIEL ELLSBERG: So he was able to then—yes.
AARON MATÉ: —you referenced this op-ed piece by Bill Keller, the _Times_’ former executive
editor. At his pretrial hearing, Bradley Manning revealed he first approached The Washington Post and
then The New York Times to discuss leaking the classified files, but got no response. Now, in his
column for The New York Times on Sunday, Bill Keller responded to Manning’s claim, and he wrote,
quote, "If Manning had connected with The Times, we would have found ourselves in a relationship
with a nervous, troubled, angry young Army private who was offering not so much documentation of a
particular government outrage as a chance to fish in a sea of secrets." And Keller goes on to reference
you, Dan Ellsberg. He says, "We’d have made sure Manning knew upfront that he was on his own, as
we did with the last leaker of this magnitude, Daniel Ellsberg of Pentagon Papers fame." Your response,
Dan Ellsberg?
DANIEL ELLSBERG: There’s a combination there of candor and of self-revelation of the Times and
of Bill Keller himself in that statement. Part of that is undoubtedly his true and his sincere best
impression. It shows him as an arrogant, ignorant, condescending person, very smart person who
manages to be stupid in certain ways, like virtually everyone.
Yes, it is true that they assured me that I—and they did in fact show me no support during the trial. I
remember the then-executive editor, Abe Rosenthal, the one conversation I had with him. I took
occasion to ask him, "What is your policy about supporting a source who is being prosecuted for
leaking information to you?" He said to me, after a pause, "Well, I don’t know that we do have a
policy." I said, "Let me tell you, I’m sure you don’t have a policy, because I am the first of your sources
ever to be prosecuted, the first of any newspaper source in this country to be prosecuted under the
Espionage Act or any other act." So I said, "I think you had better give some attention to developing a
policy on that, because if I lose this case," which I didn’t because of governmental misconduct, but "if I
lose this case, you’re going to have a lot more prosecutions to deal with."
Now, actually, in the 40 years since, we have had, under Obama, not just six, but seven, people
prosecuted under the Espionage Act now. Six would be twice as many as all previous presidents, and
he’s actually added a seventh, of which, I would say, the Times seems to be ignorant. I don’t think
they’ve made any mention of James Hitselberger, who was prosecuted under the Espionage Act four
months ago and got new charges under it today. So there have been seven.
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Now, Hitselberger’s lawyers are arguing exactly what we argued at the beginning of our case 40 years
ago, that the passages of the so-called Espionage Act, U.S. 18 793 (d) and (e) are unconstitutionally
broad and vague when applied to leaking to the American public. They chill speech. They stop, they
censor free speech and free thought and free press in exactly the way the founders wanted to prevent.
And that argument was made by our judges, and I was just recently—by our lawyers. I was just
recently told by the law clerk to Judge Matthew Byrne in my case, in the district court case, that his
recommendation, on studying this first case, was that he should accept that brief and ruled that part of
the Espionage Act unconstitutional, and that his impression was that Byrne pretty much agreed with his
argument, but didn’t want to start his very first case on the federal bench by calling a major law
unconstitutional. So he deferred judgment on that, to the disappointment of the prosecutor. If he had
judged it right away, they would have appealed it. But as it was, he deferred it ’til he had heard the facts
of the case. And it did become clear to us that that first case did demonstrate that this law was not at all
suitable in a democracy with a First Amendment.
AMY GOODMAN: Dan Ellsberg, we want to—
DANIEL ELLSBERG: And it should have been [inaudible]—
AMY GOODMAN: Dan, we want to play more clips of Bradley Manning. In this one, near the end of his
remarks in the courtroom at Fort Meade, Bradley Manning says he decided to leak secret U.S. cables because he
believed transparency would encourage better diplomacy. Manning appears to cite the—President Woodrow
Wilson’s famous "14 points" during World War I. Wilson called for "no private international understandings" and
for "diplomacy in the public view." Although acknowledging he knew they would embarrass individual officials,
Manning said he did not believe the cables would harm the U.S. as a country. The more he read the cables,
Manning said, the more he came to the conclusion that this was the type of information that should become
public.

BRADLEY MANNING: The more I read the cables, the more I came to the conclusion
that this was the type of information that should be—that this type of information should
become public. I once read and used in a quote on open diplomacy, written after the First
World War, in how the world would be a better place if states would avoid making secret
pacts and deals with and against each other. I thought these cables were a prime example
about the need for a more open diplomacy.
Given all the Department of State information I read, the fact that most of the cables were
unclassified and that all the cables had a SIPDIS caption, I believed the public release of
these cables would not damage the United States; however, I did believe that the cables
might be embarrassing, since they represented very honest opinions and assessments—or
statements behind the backs of other nations and organizations.
AARON MATÉ: That was Bradley Manning speaking in the secret audio at his pretrial hearing. In this clip,
Bradley Manning discusses the alienation he felt in the U.S. military, lacking close friends and feeling hostility
from his roommate over his sexual orientation. Manning says, after he came into contact with WikiLeaks, he
initially felt support through his online conversations with a WikiLeaks member he dubs "Nathaniel Frank." As
Manning discusses his struggles in the military, he appears to choke back tears. He began by saying the
anonymity provided to him by online chatting with WikiLeaks allowed him to feel he could just be himself, free
of the concerns of social labeling and perceptions that are often placed upon him in real life.

BRADLEY MANNING: The anonymity that was provided by TOR and the Jabber client
and the WLO’s policy allowed me to feel I could just be myself, free of the concerns of
social labeling and perceptions that are often placed upon me in real life.
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In real life, I lacked a close friendship with the people I worked with in my section, the S2 section
—in my section, the S2 section that supported battalions and the 2nd Brigade Combat Team as a
whole. For instance, I lacked close ties with my roommate due to his discomfort regarding my
perceived sexual orientation.
Over the next few months, I stayed in frequent contact with Nathaniel. We conversed on nearly a
daily basis, and I felt that we were developing a friendship. Conversations covered many topics, and
I enjoyed the ability to talk about pretty much anything, and not just the publications that the WLO
was working on. In retrospect, I realize that these dynamics were artificial and were valued more by
myself than Nathaniel. For me, these conversations represented an opportunity to escape from the
immense pressures and anxiety that I experienced and built up throughout the deployment. It seems
that as I tried harder to fit in at work, the more I seemed to alienate my peers, lose respect, trust and
the support I needed.
AMY GOODMAN: Bradley Manning also discovered video of another deadly U.S. air strike on civilians, this
time in Afghanistan. Around 100 Afghan civilians were reportedly killed in May 2009 when U.S. warplanes
bombed the village of Garani. WikiLeaks apparently has the video but still hasn’t released it. Manning said the
Garani bombing was even more disturbing than that July 12, 2007, incident in Iraq that killed 12, including the
two Reuters employees. Manning began by recounting that the air strike occurred in the Garani village in the
Farah province of northwestern Afghanistan.
BRADLEY MANNING: The air strike occurred in the Garani village in the Farah province,
northwestern Afghanistan. It received worldwide press and got worldwide press coverage during the
time, as it was reported that up to 100 to 150 Afghan civilians, mostly women and children, were
accidentally killed during the air strike.
After going through the report and the [inaudible] annexes, I began to review the incident as being
similar to the 12 July, 2007, aerial weapons team engagements in Iraq. However, this event was
noticeably different in that it involved a significantly higher number of individuals, larger aircraft
and much heavier munitions. Also, the conclusions of the report are even more disturbing than those
of the 12 July, 2007, incident.
AARON MATÉ: That’s Bradley Manning. Now, he also discussed leaking documents on the U.S. detention of
military prisoners at Guantánamo Bay. Manning said he was shocked to discover, upon doing research, that
many prisoners were still being held despite knowledge of their innocence. He began by saying each memo that
he read gave basic and background information about a specific detainee held at some point by Joint Task Force
Guantanamo.
BRADLEY MANNING: Each memorandum gave basic and background information about a
specific detainee held at some point by Joint Task Force Guantanamo. And I’ve always been
interested on the issue of the moral efficacy of our actions surrounding Joint Task Force
Guantanamo. On the one hand, I have always understood the need to detain and interrogate
individuals who might wish to harm the United States and our allies. However, I felt that that was—
however, I felt that that’s what we were doing—what we were trying to do at Joint Task Force
Guantanamo. However, the more I became educated on the topic, it seemed that we found ourselves
holding an increasing number of individuals indefinitely that we believed or knew to be innocent,
low-level foot support, low-level foot soldiers that we didn’t—that did not have useful intelligence
and would be released if they were still in theater—if they were still held in theater.
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I also recall that in early 2009 the then-newly elected president, Barack Obama, stated that he would
close Joint Task Force Guantanamo and that the facility compromised our standing overall and
diminished our, quote, "moral authority," unquote. After familiarizing myself with the detainee
assessment briefs, I agree.
AARON MATÉ: That was Bradley Manning talking about the Guantánamo files that he leaked to WikiLeaks.
Dan Ellsberg, as we wrap up here, I’m wondering if you could share with us your impressions of Bradley
Manning as you listened to him speak, and if you could compare: How does the treatment of him by the liberal
press, by The New York Times, and Democratic lawmakers compare to how you were treated back in the ’70s?

DANIEL ELLSBERG: Pretty much the same. The Times, I think, thinks of leakers, wrongly, as
having clearly broken the law: Bill Keller, by saying that the other day, and Max Frankel, by calling
what I did an act of civil disobedience. That’s what I thought when I did it. I thought I was breaking a
law that would put me in jail for the rest of my life, and indeed I was made those charges. And yet, in
fact, what my lawyers discovered was that such a law had never been used to criminalize the release of
such information. To this day, 60 years—40 years later, the Supreme Court has never ruled on that
opinion. And the best judgment is that we have not passed a law that criminalized release of all
classified information. Congress did pass such a law in 2000, and President Clinton vetoed it.
Obviously, President Obama would not veto it now. Bill Keller is under the mistaken, stupid impression
that it exists right now, so that the law was broken.
As for the picture of Bradley Manning, what we’ve heard are people like The New York Times who
have consistently slandered him, such as in the false statement on Sunday that he was vague and
couldn’t think of specific instances that had led him to inform the American people of injustices. The
American people can now, for the first time, hear Bradley in his own words, emotionally and in the
greatest specific detail, tell what it was that he felt that needed revelation, and which the Times had not
felt. So, in fact, the idea that he was just a boy who was indiscriminately dumping out everything he
could, when in fact he personally had access to material higher than top secret, higher than Bill Keller
has ever seen, in a war which Bill Keller has never served in, which revealed to him that information—
people should have that information. He chose not to put out the top secret or communications
intelligence to which he clearly had access, as stated in his—he put out only material that he felt would
be embarrassing and which, three years later, we can say was only embarrassing, only important
enough and newsworthy enough to topple two dictators in the Middle East—more effectively, I would
say, than I managed to do. I helped topple one would-be dictator with minimal help from The New York
Times, who covered my trial as, quote, "a happening" rather than the legal issues, which their reporter
at the time never did grasp any more than Bill Keller did.
AMY GOODMAN: Dan Ellsberg—
DANIEL ELLSBERG: So it’s fortunate that—
AMY GOODMAN: We’re going to have to wrap it there, and I want to thank you very much for being with us,
Pentagon Papers whistleblower, co-founder of the Freedom of the Press Foundation, and we’ll link to the
foundation—their website is called PressFreedomFoundation.org—for the full audio of this surreptitious
recording made in the Fort Meade military courtroom of Bradley Manning, being heard for the first time in a
thousand days, as he continues to face military trial. This is Democracy Now!, democracynow.org, The War and
Peace Report. You can also go to our website for all the transcripts of the audio that you have just heard. I know
it was very difficult, and we made a calculation that because this is so critical, just to hear his voice was
important. But for the transcripts of everything you heard, you can go to democracynow.org.
When we come back, we’re going to look at the increasing secrecy invoked by the Obama administration, at a
new AP report, with the AP reporter who did the calculations. But first we’ll look at Afghanistan. Stay with us.
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http://www.democracynow.org/2013/3/12/daniel_ellsberg_in_hearing_bradley_manning
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2013, Mar 10 Operation Condor~ Trial On Latin American Rendition And Assassination
Program
By Carlos Osorio and Peter Kornbluh
Global Research, March 10, 2013
The National Security Archive 8 March 2012

National Security Archive Electronic Briefing Book No. 416
Edited by Carlos Osorio
Former military officers from Argentina and Uruguay went on trial this week in Buenos Aires for their human
rights abuses in Operation Condor, a cross-border conspiracy of dictatorships in the 1970s and 1980s to
“eradicate ‘subversion,’ a word which increasingly translates into non-violent dissent from the left and center
left,” according to declassified documents posted today by the National Security Archive ( www.nsarchive.org).
Today’s posting of documents and evidence provided by the Archive to Argentine prosecutors includes the first
briefing report, from August 1976, to then-Secretary of State Henry Kissinger on the secret police collaboration
in the Southern Cone to “find and kill” opponents of their military regimes.
“The documents are very useful in establishing a comprehensive analytical framework of what Operation
Condor was,” said Pablo Enrique Ouvina, the lead prosecutor in the case.
Founded by the Pinochet regime in November 1975, Operation Condor was the codename for a formal Southern
Cone collaboration that included transnational secret intelligence activities, kidnapping, torture, disappearance
and assassination, according to the National Security Archive’s documentary evidence from U.S., Paraguayan,
Argentine, and Chilean files.
Prominent victims of Condor include two former Uruguayan legislators and a former Bolivian president, Juan
Torres, murdered in Buenos Aires, as well as former Chilean ambassador Orlando Letelier and his 26-year old
American colleague, Ronni Moffitt, assassinated by a car bomb in downtown Washington D.C.
The historic trial charges 25 high-ranking military officials, including former Argentine presidents Jorge Videla
and Reynaldo Bignone, with conspiracy to “kidnap, disappear, torture and kill” 171 opponents of the military
dictatorships that dominated the Southern Cone in the 1970s and 1980s. Among the victims are approximately
80 Uruguayans, 50 Argentines, 20 Chileans and a dozen from Paraguay, Bolivia, Peru and Ecuador who were
targeted by Condor operatives. The kidnapping and disappearance of two Cuban Consulate officials in Buenos
Aires on August 9, 1976, is also part of the prosecution.
“Condor was a latter day rendition, torture and assassination program,” noted Carlos Osorio, who directs the
Archive’s Southern Cone Documentation project. “Holding these officials accountable for the multinational
crimes of Condor,” he said, “cannot help but set a precedent for more recent abuses of a similar nature.”
Besides Generals Videla and Bignone, those indicted included 22 Argentine military intelligence officers and
agents. In preparation for the trial, prosecutors sought the extradition of several foreign high ranking officers
from Chile and Paraguay among other Condor countries. The only foreigner sitting at the courtroom, however, is
Uruguayan Army Major Manuel Cordero, charged with participating in death squads and torture at the infamous
Orletti Motors secret detention center in Buenos Aires. He was extradited by Brazil where he was living.
Of the 171 Condor victims cited in the indictments, approximately forty-two survived and a number of them are
expected to testify in court. One hundred twenty others were killed and/or disappeared.

THE DOCUMENTS
Document l: Department of State, Report to Kissinger, SECRET, “The Third World War and
South America,” August 3, 1976.
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This report, based on CIA intelligence, was written by Assistant Secretary of State for Latin America, Harry
Shlaudeman and presented to Secretary of State Henry Kissinger in August 1976. The document summarizes the
coordination of Southern Cone security forces:
“[T]hey are joining forces to eradicate ‘subversion,’ a word which increasingly translates into non-violent dissent
from the left and center left. The security forces of the Southern Cone now coordinate intelligence activities
closely; operate in the territory of one another’s countries in pursuit of ‘subversives’; have established Operation
Condor to find and kill terrorists…in their own countries and in Europe. Brazil is cooperating short of murder
operations.”

Document 2: Defense Intelligence Agency, [Report on Operation Condor] “Special Operations
Forces,” SECRET, October 1, 1976.
This comprehensive intelligence report, based on information gathered by the FBI legal attaché in Buenos Aires,
provides details on the collaboration between Argentina, Uruguay, and other Southern Cone military
dictatorships. The document provided critical information to prosecutors on a joint operation with Uruguayan
intelligence agents in late September 1976, in which dozens of Uruguayan members of the militant leftist
movement OPR-33 were rounded up, detained, tortured, and a number killed in Buenos Aires. “The entire OPR33 infrastructure in Argentina has been eliminated,” the document states. The kidnapped Uruguayans are among
the over one hundred disappeared victims included in the Operation Condor trial. The document goes on to
describe the “formation of special teams” to “carry out operations to include assassinations” in countries as far
away as Portugal and France. The report cited a “favorite remark” of Southern Cone military officers as saying
that “one of their colleagues is out of country because he is flying like a condor.”

Document 3: CIA, SECRET, A Brief Look at Operation Condor, August 22, 1978.
In the aftermath of the Letelier-Moffitt assassination, the CIA prepared this short briefing paper for Eugene
Propper, the Justice Department’s lead prosecutor in the case. “Operation Condor is a cooperation effort by the
intelligence/security services of several South American countries to combat terrorism and subversion. The
original members included services from Chile, Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay, Brazil and Bolivia; Peru and
Ecuador recently became members.”

Document 4: Department of State, SECRET, “Conversation with Argentine Intelligence Source,”
April 7, 1980.
In this revealing memorandum to Ambassador Castro, James J. Blystone, the Regional Security Officer (RSO) at
the US Embassy in Buenos Aires, details his April 2 meeting with an Argentine intelligence source. The
anonymous Argentine source describes how Horacio Campiglia and Susana Binstock, two militant Montoneros,
were captured by Argentine officers of Battalion 601 (in coordination with Brazilian intelligence), taken to
Argentina and held at the Campo de Mayo Army base. Campiglia and Binstock who were never seen again, are
amongst the more than a hundred victims included in the Operation Condor trial.

Articles by: Carlos Osorio and Peter Kornbluh
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A trial that opened Tuesday in Buenos Aires is the first to consider the totality of crimes carried
out under Operation Condor, a coordinated campaign by various US-backed Latin American
dictatorships in the 1970s and 1980s to hunt down, torture…
2. Italian judge seeks trial of 140 over Operation Condor repression
An Italian judge has issued orders for the preventive arrest pending deportation of at least 140
former officials of military dictatorships that ruled seven Latin American countries between the
1960s and 1980s. They are charged with responsibility for the deaths…
3. Che Guevara was hunted by Latin American dictators: documents
Sun Oct 7, 6:34 PM ET VALLEGRANDE, Bolivia (AFP) – Latin American dictators of the
1960s coordinated efforts in their attempt to track down Cuban-Argentine Marxist guerrilla
Ernesto ‘Che’ Guevara , killed by Bolivian forces in 1967, according to previously…
4. Latin American Leaders oppose US Military Interference
The Summit of the Union of South American Nations (UNASUR) will take place in Buenos
Aires, and will focus on the danger of US military bases in Colombia QUITO, August 10.—
Presidents and heads of State of South American countries…
Disclaimer: The contents of this article are of sole responsibility of the author(s). The Centre for Research on
Globalization will not be responsible for any inaccurate or incorrect statement in this article. The Center of
Research on Globalization grants permission to cross-post original Global Research articles on community
internet sites as long as the text & title are not modified. The source and the author's copyright must be
displayed. For publication of Global Research articles in print or other forms including commercial internet sites,
contact: publications@globalresearch.ca
www.globalresearch.ca contains copyrighted material the use of which has not always been specifically
authorized by the copyright owner. We are making such material available to our readers under the provisions of
"fair use" in an effort to advance a better understanding of political, economic and social issues. The material on
this site is distributed without profit to those who have expressed a prior interest in receiving it for research and
educational purposes. If you wish to use copyrighted material for purposes other than "fair use" you must request
permission from the copyright owner.
For media inquiries: publications@globalresearch.ca
Copyright © Carlos Osorio and Peter Kornbluh, The National Security Archive, 2013
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The Jesuits are a Military Religious Order of the Roman
Catholic Church
2013, March 16

"When a Jesuit of the minor rank is to be elevated to command, he is conducted into the Chapel of the
Convent of the Order, where there are only three others present, the principal or Superior standing in
front of the altar. On either side stands a monk, one of whom holds a banner of yellow and white,
which are the Papal colors, and the other a black banner with a dagger and red cross above a skull
and crossbones, with the word INRI, and below them the words IUSTUM, NECAR, REGES, IMPIOUS.
The meaning of which is: It is just to exterminate or annihilate impious or heretical Kings,
Governments, or Rulers. Upon the floor is a red cross at which the postulant or candidate kneels. The
Superior hands him a small black crucifix, which he takes in his left hand and presses to his heart, and
the Superior at the same time presents to him a dagger, which he grasps by the blade and holds the
point against his heart, the Superior still holding it by the hilt, and thus addresses the postulant:"

Superior:
"My son, heretofore you have been taught to act the dissembler: among Roman Catholics to be a
Roman Catholic, and to be a spy even among your own brethren; to believe no man, to trust no man.
Among the Reformers, to be a reformer; among the Huguenots, to be a Huguenot; among the
Calvinists, to be a Calvinist; among other Protestants, generally to be a Protestant, and obtaining their
confidence, to seek even to preach from their pulpits, and to denounce with all the vehemence in your
nature our Holy Religion and the Pope; and even to descend so low as to become a Jew among Jews,
that you might be enabled to gather together all information for the benefit of your Order as a faithful
soldier of the Pope."
"You have been taught to insidiously plant the seeds of jealousy and hatred between communities,
provinces, states that were at peace, and incite them to deeds of blood, involving them in war with
each other, and to create revolutions and civil wars in countries that were independent and
prosperous, cultivating the arts and the sciences and enjoying the blessings of peace. To take sides
with the combatants and to act secretly with your brother Jesuit, who might be engaged on the other
side, but openly opposed to that with which you might be connected, only that the Church might be the
gainer in the end, in the conditions fixed in the treaties for peace and that the end justifies the means."
"You have been taught your duty as a spy, to gather all statistics, facts and information in your power
from every source; to ingratiate yourself into the confidence of the family circle of Protestants and
heretics of every class and character, as well as that of the merchant, the banker, the lawyer, among
the schools and universities, in parliaments and legislatures, and the judiciaries and councils of state,
and to be all things to all men, for the Pope's sake, whose servants we are unto death."
"You have received all your instructions heretofore as a novice, a neophyte, and have served as coadjurer, confessor and priest, but you have not yet been invested with all that is necessary to
command in the Army of Loyola in the service of the Pope. You must serve the proper time as the
instrument and executioner as directed by your superiors; for none can command here who has not
consecrated his labors with the blood of the heretic; for "without the shedding of blood no man can be
saved." Therefore, to fit yourself for your work and make your own salvation sure, you will, in addition
to your former oath of obedience to your order and allegiance to the Pope, repeat after me:-"
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(The following material contained in Congressional Record, House Bill 1523, Contested election case of
Eugene C. Bonniwell, against Thos. S. Butler, February 15, 1913, pages 3215-6. The oath appears in its
entirety, in the book, THE SUPPRESSED TRUTH ABOUT THE ASSASSINATION OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
by Burke McCarty, pages 14-16).

The Extreme Oath of the Jesuits
"I, ..........., now, in the presence of Almighty God, the Blessed Virgin Mary, the blessed Michael the
Archangel, the blessed St. John the Baptist, the holy Apostles St. Peter and St. Paul and all the saints
and sacred hosts of heaven, and to you, my ghostly father, the Superior General of the Society of
Jesus, founded by St. Ignatius Loyola in the Pontificate of Paul the Third, and continued to the
present, do by the womb of the virgin, the matrix of God, and the rod of Jesus Christ, declare and
swear, that his holiness the Pope is Christ's Vice-regent and is the true and only head of the Catholic
or Universal Church throughout the earth; and that by virtue of the keys of binding and loosing, given
to his Holiness by my Savior, Jesus Christ, he hath power to depose heretical kings, princes, states,
commonwealths and governments, all being illegal without his sacred confirmation and that they may
safely be destroyed."
"Therefore, to the utmost of my power I shall and will defend this doctrine of his Holiness' right and
custom against all usurpers of the heretical or Protestant authority whatever, especially the Lutheran
of Germany, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, and the now pretended authority and churches of
England and Scotland, and branches of the same now established in Ireland and on the Continent of
America and elsewhere; and all adherents in regard that they be usurped and heretical, opposing the
sacred Mother Church of Rome. I do now renounce and disown any allegiance as due to any heretical
king, prince or state named Protestants or Liberals, or obedience to any of the laws, magistrates or
officers."
"I do further declare that the doctrine of the churches of England and Scotland, of the Calvinists,
Huguenots and others of the name Protestants or Liberals to be damnable and they themselves
damned who will not forsake the same."
"I do further declare, that I will help, assist, and advise all or any of his Holiness' agents in any place
wherever I shall be, in Switzerland, Germany, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, England, Ireland
or America, or in any other Kingdom or territory I shall come to, and do my uttermost to extirpate the
heretical Protestants or Liberals' doctrines and to destroy all their pretended powers, legal or
otherwise."
"I do further promise and declare, that notwithstanding I am dispensed with, to assume my religion
heretical, for the propaganda of the Mother Church's interest, to keep secret and private all her agents'
counsels from time to time, as they may entrust me and not to divulge, directly or indirectly, by word,
writing or circumstance whatever; but to execute all that shall be proposed, given in charge or
discovered unto me, by you, my ghostly father, or any of this sacred covenant."
"I do further promise and declare, that I will have no opinion or will of my own, or any mental
reservation whatever, even as a corpse or cadaver (perinde ac cadaver), but will unhesitatingly obey
each and every command that I may receive from my superiors in the Militia of the Pope and of Jesus
Christ."
"That I may go to any part of the world withersoever I may be sent, to the frozen regions of the North,
the burning sands of the desert of Africa, or the jungles of India, to the centers of civilization of Europe,
or to the wild haunts of the barbarous savages of America, without murmuring or repining, and will be
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submissive in all things whatsoever communicated to me."
"I furthermore promise and declare that I will, when opportunity present, make and wage relentless
war, secretly or openly, against all heretics, Protestants and Liberals, as I am directed to do, to
extirpate and exterminate them from the face of the whole earth; and that I will spare neither age, sex
or condition; and that I will hang, waste, boil, flay, strangle and bury alive these infamous heretics, rip
up the stomachs and wombs of their women and crush their infants' heads against the walls, in order
to annihilate forever their execrable race. That when the same cannot be done openly, I will secretly
use the poisoned cup, the strangulating cord, the steel of the poniard or the leaden bullet, regardless
of the honor, rank, dignity, or authority of the person or persons, whatever may be their condition in
life, either public or private, as I at any time may be directed so to do by any agent of the Pope or
Superior of the Brotherhood of the Holy Faith, of the Society of Jesus."
"In confirmation of which, I hereby dedicate my life, my soul and all my corporal powers, and with this
dagger which I now receive, I will subscribe my name written in my own blood, in testimony thereof;
and should I prove false or weaken in my determination, may my brethren and fellow soldiers of the
Militia of the Pope cut off my hands and my feet, and my throat from ear to ear, my belly opened and
sulphur burned therein, with all the punishment that can be inflicted upon me on earth and my soul be
tortured by demons in an eternal hell forever!"
"All of which, I, .........., do swear by the Blessed Trinity and blessed Sacraments, which I am now to
receive, to perform and on my part to keep inviolable; and do call all the heavenly and glorious host of
heaven to witness the blessed Sacrament of the Eucharist, and witness the same further with my
name written and with the point of this dagger dipped in my own blood and sealed in the face of this
holy covenant."
(He receives the wafer from the Superior and writes his name with the point of his dagger dipped in his
own blood taken from over his heart.)

Superior:
"You will now rise to your feet and I will instruct you in the Catechism necessary to make yourself
known to any member of the Society of Jesus belonging to this rank."
"In the first place, you, as a Brother Jesuit, will with another mutually make the ordinary sign of the
cross as any ordinary Roman Catholic would; then one cross his wrists, the palms of his hands open,
and the other in answer crosses his feet, one above the other; the first points with forefinger of the
right hand to the center of the palm of the left, the other with the forefinger of the left hand points to the
center of the palm of the right; the first then with his right hand makes a circle around his head,
touching it; the other then with the forefinger of his left hand touches the left side of his body just below
his heart; the first then with his right hand draws it across the throat of the other, and the latter then
with a dagger down the stomach and abdomen of the first. The first then says Iustum; and the other
answers Necar; the first Reges. The other answers Impious." (The meaning of which has already been
explained.) "The first will then present a small piece of paper folded in a peculiar manner, four times,
which the other will cut longitudinally and on opening the name Jesu will be found written upon the
head and arms of a cross three times. You will then give and receive with him the following questions
and answers:-"
Question:- From whither do you come?
Answer:- The Holy faith.
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Q.:- Whom do you serve?
A.:- The Holy Father at Rome, the Pope, and the Roman Catholic Church Universal throughout the
world.
Q.:- Who commands you?
A.:- The Successor of St. Ignatius Loyola, the founder of the Society of Jesus or the Soldiers of Jesus
Christ.
Q.:- Who received you?
A.:- A venerable man in white hair.
Q.:- How?
A.:- With a naked dagger, I kneeling upon the cross beneath the banners of the Pope and of our sacred
order.
Q.:- Did you take an oath?
A.:- I did, to destroy heretics and their governments and rulers, and to spare neither age, sex nor condition.
To be as a corpse without any opinion or will of my own, but to implicitly obey my Superiors in all
things without hesitation of murmuring.
Q.:- Will you do that?
A.:- I will.
Q.:- How do you travel?
A.:- In the bark of Peter the fisherman.
Q.:- Whither do you travel?
A.:- To the four quarters of the globe.
Q.:- For what purpose?
A.:- To obey the orders of my general and Superiors and execute the will of the Pope and faithfully fulfill the
conditions of my oaths.
Q.:- Go ye, then, into all the world and take possession of all lands in the name of the Pope. He who will
not accept him as the Vicar of Jesus and his Vice-regent on earth, let him be accursed and exterminated."
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The Oath of the Knights of Columbus, Knights of Malta
and Rhodes Scholars is based upon the Oath of the Jesuits
(This is an extract of the Congressional Record of the House of Representatives dated February 15,
1913, where the oath is entered as purported to be of the Knights of Columbus).

"I, ............, now in the presence of Almighty God, the blessed Virgin Mary, the blessed St. John the
Baptist, the Holy Apostles, St. Peter and St. Paul, and all the saints, sacred host of heaven, and to
you, my Ghostly Father, the superior general of the Society of Jesus rounded by St. Ignatius Loyola, in
the pontification of Paul the III and continued to the present, do by the womb at the Virgin, the matrix
of God, and the rod of Jesus Christ, declare and swear that His Holiness the Pope, is Christ's vice
regent and is the true and only head of the Catholic or Universal Church throughout the earth; and that
by virtue of the keys of binding and loosing given His Holiness by my Savior, Jesus Christ, he hath
power to depose heretical kings, princes, States, Commonwealths, and Governments and they may
be safely destroyed. Therefore to the utmost of ray power I will defend this doctrine and His Holiness's
right and custom against all usurpers of the heretical or Protestant authority whatever, especially the
Lutheran Church of Germany, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, and Norway and the now pretended
authority and Churches of England and Scotland, and the branches of same now established in
Ireland and on the Continent of America and elsewhere, and all adherents in regard that they may be
usurped and heretical, opposing the sacred Mother Church of Rome."
"I do now denounce and disown any allegiance as due to any heretical king, prince, or State, named
Protestant or Liberals, or obedience to any of their laws, magistrates, or officers."
"I do further declare that the doctrine of the Churches of England and Scotland, of the Calvinists,
Huguenots, and others of the name of Protestants or Masons to be damnable, and they themselves to
be damned who will not forsake the same."
"I do further declare that I will help assist, and advise all or any of His Holiness's agents, in any place
where I should be, in Switzerland, Germany, Holland, Ireland, or America, or in any other kingdom or
territory I shall come to and do my utmost to extirpate the heretical Protestant or Masonic doctrines
and to destroy all their pretended powers, legal or otherwise."
"I do further promise and declare that, notwithstanding I am dispensed with to assume any religion
heretical for the propagation of the Mother Church's interest to keep secret and private all her agents'
counsels from time to time, as they intrust me and not divulge, directly or indirectly, by word, writing, or
circumstances whatever but to execute all that should be proposed, given in charge or discovered
unto me by you my Ghostly Father, or any of this sacred order."
"I do further promise and declare that I will have no opinion or will of my own or any mental reservation
whatsoever, even as a corpse or cadaver (perinde ac cadaver), but will unhesitatingly obey each and
every command that I may receive from my superiors in the militia of the Pope and of Jesus Christ."
"That I will go to any part of the world whithersoever I may be sent, to the frozen regions north, jungles
of India, to the centers of civilization of Europe, or to the wild haunts of the barbarous savages of
America without murmuring or repining, and will be submissive in all things whatsoever is
communicated to me."
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"I do further promise and declare that I will, when opportunity presents, make and wage relentless war,
secretly and openly against all heretics, Protestants and Masons, as I am directed to do to extirpate
them from the face of the whole earth; and that I will spare neither age, sex, or condition, and that will
hang, bum, waste, boil, flay, strangle, and bury alive these infamous heretics; rip up the stomachs and
wombs of their women, and crush their infants' heads against the wails in order to annihilate their
execrable race. That when the same can not be done openly, I will secretly use the poisonous cup, the
strangulation cord, the steel of the poniard, or the leaden bullet, regardless of the honor, rank, dignity,
or authority of the persons, whatever may be their condition in life, either public or private, as I at any
time may be directed so to do by any agents of the Pope or superior of the Brotherhood of the Holy
Father of the Society of Jesus."
"In confirmation of which I hereby dedicate my life, soul, and all corporal powers, and with the dagger
which I now receive I will subscribe my name written in my blood in testimony thereof; and should I
prove false or weaken in my determination, may my brethren and fellow soldiers of the militia of the
Pope cut off my hands and feet and my throat from ear to ear, my belly opened and sulphur burned
therein with all the punishment that can be inflicted upon me on earth and my soul shall be tortured by
demons in eternal hell forever."
"That I will in voting always vote for K. of C, in preference to a Protestant, especially a Mason, and that
I will leave my party so to do; that if two Catholics are on the ticket I will satisfy myself which is the
better supporter of Mother Church and vote accordingly."
"That I will not deal with or employ a Protestant if in my power to deal with or employ a Catholic. That I
will place Catholic girls in Protestant families that a weekly report may be made of the inner
movements of the heretics."
"That I will provide myself with arms and ammunition that I may be in readiness when the word is
passed, or I am commanded to defend the church either as an individual or with the militia of the
Pope."
"All of which I, ............, do swear by the blessed Trinity and blessed sacrament which I am now to
receive to perform and on part to keep this, my oath."
"In testimony hereof, I take this most holy and blessed Sacrament of the Eucharist and witness the
same further with my name written with the point of this dagger dipped in my own blood and seal in
the face of this holy sacrament."

The Oath administered to the Illuminati is based upon the Oath
of the Jesuits
Before the Oath is administered it is said -- a sword is pointed at the breast:
"Shouldst thou become a traitor or perjurer, let this sword remind thee of each and all the members in
arms against thee. Do not hope to find safety; whithersoever thou mayest fly, shame and remorse as
well as the vengeance of thine unknown brothers will torture and pursue thee."
Then in the Oath which follows he swears:
". . . Eternal silence, and faithfulness and everlasting obedience to all superiors and regulations of the
Order. I also renounce my own personal views and opinions as well as all control of my powers and
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capacities. I promise also to consider the well-being of the Order as my own, and I am ready, as long
as I am a member, to serve it with my goods, my honour, and my life . . . If I act against the rules and
well-being of the Society, I will submit myself to the penalties to which my superiors may condemn
me . . ."
"In the name of the son crucified (i.e. the Pentagram, the illuminised man), swear to break the bonds
which still bind you to your father, mother, brothers, sisters, wife, relatives, friends, mistresses, kings,
chiefs, benefactors, and all persons to whomsoever you may have promised faith, obedience, and
service. Name and curse the place where you were born, so that you may dwell in another sphere, to
which you will attain only after having renounced this pestilential globe, vile refuse of the heavens!
From this moment you are free from the so-called oath to country and laws: swear to reveal to the new
chief, recognised by you, what you may have seen or done, intercepted, read or heard, learned or
surmised, and also seek for and spy out what your eyes cannot discern. Honour and respect the Aqua
Tofana (i.e. an imperceptably slow poison) as a sure, prompt, and necessary means of purging the
globe by death of those who seek to vilify the truth and sieze it from our hands. Fly from Spain,
Naples, and all accursed land; finally fly from the temptation to reveal what you may hear, for the
thunder is no prompter that the knife, which awaits you in whatsoever place you may be. Live in the
name of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. (The Trinity of Illuminism -- Cabalistic and Gnostic. The
Father -- the generating fire; the Holy Spirit -- the Great Mother Nature, reproducing all things; the Son
-- the manifestation, the vital fluid, the astral light of Illuminism)."

Unknown to the members of these various secret societies seeking "Illumination" and "deification,"
their masters are the Cabalistic Jew, the originator of Gnostic mysticism. (Please see the text that
follows).
Go to Superiors General of the Society of Jesus
Go to History of the Jesuits
Go to Initial Membership List of the Knights of Malta
"The three forms of initiation -- individual, group, or universal -- all lead to conscious or unconscious
control by a central power, who in some mysterious way makes its influence felt; often clairvoyantly
and clairaudiently seen and heard, but never physically present or visible. the system in all three is the
same -- cabalistic. Secretly here and there individuals are prepared; these again form groups or
centres from which influences spread until they form a network covering the entire world. Like rays
from a hidden sun these groups are apparently divergent and detatched, but in reality all issue from
the same central body. The system is seen to be an insidious and secret dissemination of ideas,
orienting and breaking down all barriers of family, religion, morality, nationality, and all self-initiative
thought, always under the cloak of a new and more modern religion, new thought, new morality, a new
heaven and a new earth; until it evolves a gigantic robot merely answering to the will and commands
of a secret Master Mind. They dream they are free, original, self-determining individuals; they are but
the negative moon reflecting and reproducing the light from the same hidden and cabalistic Sun. It is
called regeneration by the Illuminati; it is in truth individual death and disintegration, followed by a
resurrection as negative "light-bearers" of this cabalistic dark Sun whose Luciferian "Grand Plan" is
world domination." (Anonymous, Light-bearers of Darkness, The Christian Book Club of America,
p105).
The Jewish Encyclopaedia points out that Gnosticism "was Jewish in character long before it
became Christian," and quotes the opinion, "a movement closely connected with Jewish mysticism."
The Freemason Ragon says: "The Cabala is the key of the occult sciences. The Gnostics were born of
the Cabalists."
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Rabbi Benamozegh says, "Those who will take the trouble to examine with care the connection
between Judaism and philosophic Freemasonry, theosophy, and the mysteries in general . . . will
cease to smile in pity at the suggestion that Cabalistic theology may have a role to play in the religious
transformations of the future. . . . It contains the key to the modern religious problem" (Anonymous,
Light- bearers of Darkness, The Christian Book Club of America, p11).
"Chaldean thought acted powerfully upon orthodox Judaism and determined the growth of a sect in its
midst which was to transform Israel. . . . This sect was that of the Pharisees. . . . What they borrowed
(from the Chaldeans) in fact . . . was the essence of the Pantheistic doctrine . . . It was then that was
formed from these borrowings that Kabalah of the Pharisees which was for long transmitted orally
from Master to disciple, and was, 800 years later, to inspire the compilation of the Talmud, and found
its completest expression in the Sepher ha Zohar. . . . This religion of the 'Deified Man,' with which
they were impregnated in Babylon, was only conceived as benefiting the Jew, superior and
predestinated being. . . ." (M. Flavien Bernier, Les Juifs et le Talmud, 1913).
The Jewish writer Bernard Lazare said, "It is certain that there were Jews even at the cradle of
Freemasonry -- Cabalistic Jews, as it is proved by certain existing rites . . . The Jew is also a builder:
proud, ambitious, domineering, he tries to draw everything to himself. He is not satisfied with deChristianising, he Judaises; he destroys the Catholic or Protestant faith, he provokes indifference, but
he imposes his idea of the world, of morals, and of life upon whose faith he ruins; he works at his ageold task -- the annihilation of the religion of Christ!"
Mrs. Nesta Webster in Secret Societies and Subversive Movements, writes:
"The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion have been marvellously correct as prophecy,
foreshadowing all of this in a remarkable way, whatever their first origin, before Maurice Joly used part
of them in 1864."
"Dr. Ranking, who has devoted many years of study to the question . . . in a very interesting paper
published in the masonic journal, Ars Quatuor Coronatorum, observes: 'That from the very
commencement of Christianity there has been transmitted through the centuries a body of doctrine
incompatible with Christianity in the various official Churches. That the bodies teaching these doctrines
profess to do so on the authority of St. John, to whom, as they claimed, the true secrets had been
committed by the Founder of Christianity, that during the Middle Ages, the main support of the Gnostic
bodies and the main repository of this knowledge (Johannism) was the Society of the Templars.' And
he further said, 'The record of the Templars in Palestine is one long tale of intrigue and treachery on
the part of the Order'."
In his History of Magic, Eliphas Levi informs us:
"The Templars had two doctrines: one was concealed and reserved to the leaders, being that of
Johannism; the other was public, being Roman Catholic doctrine. . . The Johannism of the adepts was
the Kabalah of the Gnostics, but it degenerated speedily into a mystic pantheism carried even to
idolatry of Nature and hatred of all revealed dogma. . . They fostered the regrets of every fallen
worship and the hopes of every new cultus, promising to all liberty of conscience and a new orthodoxy
which should be the synthesis of all persecuted beliefs. They went even so far as to recognise the
pantheistic symbolism of the grand masters of Black Magic . . . they rendered divine honours to the
monstrous idol Baphomet."
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The mystic affiliations under the Pyramids of Egypt, the esoteric sect of Pythagoras, the astrologers or
mathematicians of Rome in the time of Domitian, the House of Wisdom in Cairo, the Ismailis or
Assassins, Companions of the Old Man of the Mountain, the Templars, the Rose-Croix (Rosicrucians),
the Carbonari, the Jesuits, Freemasons, B'nai B'rith, Knights of Columbus, the Souffrants, the
Chercheurs, Lodges of St. John, of Melchisedek, Royal Priests, Masters of the Wise, the Asiatic
Brethren . . . all appear to form an uninterrupted chain of these superior affiliations . . . under the name
of the Illuminati, under the Directing Power of the Invisibles -- Earthly beings -- Masters working on the
Astral, whose self-appointed role was to be the arbiters and Masters of the World. jesuits.htm

http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/jesuits.htm
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2013, March 12

2013 Ascension Symptoms List and Predictions Year; the Cosmic Mother and Rose
Ray Return to Earth

a message from Shekina Rose / Blue Ray

Tuesday, 12 March, 2013

Number sequences that appear embedded in this channel are given to Shekina Rose by spirit to activate this
transmission.
You are reading this; you have made it. Congratulations truly powerful sacred light sensitive bearer. You have
been tested and you are deserving of the highest Spiritual Medal of Honor. Many of you went through intense
soul imitations. Your rewards are on the way as it will be a smoother path this year. You are the great teachers,
the forerunners of the new Earth. You are putting an end to an era of the illusion of separation by transforming
past traumas, which in turn heals the soul matrix. 333
As you came closer to the 12 12 12 gateway you had acquired enough light stabilization that you were able to
clear the deepest, dark planetary and personal wounds, one being the Crucifixion. By this healing of the soul
matrix you will be able to achieve a vibratory frequency that is the invisible shield of the total perfection of God.

The Rose Ray and Mother Goddess Essence Cosmic returning to earth
As you came through different rays of creation, planetary and galactic systems to come to Earth, you were
encoded by them as to what would be necessary for the healing and perfection of the Divine Plan. The blue ray
and ultra sensitive empath star light being carry DNA healing frequencies of the Divine Mother Goddess. By
bringing this within your cellular memory you would assist in the healing of the soul matrix split of the father
mother God principle, the divine counterpart to be reunited for the essence to be restored on the planet.333
2013 is the return of the Goddess to her divine counterpart for the new Earth. To bring this forward, the Rose
Ray of Creation has recently been anchored back on the planet. The Rose Ray brings a supreme divine love
that will enable the essence through the Mother Goddess to bridge a new empathic connection of the DNA and
RNA structures with the Earth and all life. 13
Because of your endearing empathic sensitivity, a true gift to humanity, the light and love quotient had raised
enough that the Rose Ray of Creation was allowed back on the planet. This is an extremely significant event for
the universe where you have set the precedent for the new Earth codes. This will bring the other rays of creation
and many higher frequency light beings and children from the crystal ray.

2013 Ascension Symptoms, Predictions and Beyond
You will not feel alone! Beloved blue ray and ultra sensitive light star being, we know you have not felt you had a
place here on Earth. You may say, where is the connection? Where are my people? Because of your ultra super
sensitivity and awareness you felt energies in people and life to be vibrating at different frequencies than your
own. You are innately trying to match frequency with every encounter for that is what you do as a transformer
and harmonic balancer of the unity of one.
You will meet your galactic star family; the essence and the Goddess return will reunite you!
When you were not feeling that vibrational match you continued to go back into yourself. Your energetic being
and spirit were searching for the essence and many times you did not feel that. You will begin to feel the essence
more throughout life for you are aligned to the Divine Mother Goddess empathic codes and it will be easier for
you to feel at home here on Gaia. Because this connection is stronger on the planet, there will be a greater draw
of magnetic energy for you to find and connect with your galactic star family.
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New Source Codes of Abundance and Wealth
If you have not been overly successful or abundant to your liking previously, the new source code matrix
Goddess of Love will make it easier for you now. The code is love and divine alignment in the name of the
Goddess. There were certain gateways that were not opened to you previously as many of the systems of the
planet that had been put in place were still overly influenced with the old encoded paradigms of a not balanced
essence of father mother God principle. 333
Love = Wealth & Abundance
Divine alignment = Success
Goddess Empathy 13 = Sacred Opportunity heightened synchronicity
In 2013 and beyond, a grander alignment of wealth and abundance for beings of the blue ray and ultra sensitive
light bearers, as you have paved the way through the purging process that now aligns you to the new core matrix
upgrade of the Goddess. You were always in alignment with the truth, but there needed to be a system matrix for
you to flourish, and now it has been put in place. Now there will be a greater call for you and what you have to
offer as there will be a vibrational match in the matrix. You may have been met with opposition for there was still
a strong hold on shadow energies not wishing to let go. Many times the shadows wanted to fight against you and
actually felt threatened by your light and love.444

2013 Ascension Symptom List & Predictions
It is suggested to consult a healthcare professional for symptoms as not every symptom is from ascension. And
though it may be an ascension symptom, you still may need assistance with the process.

 *Physical heart surging energies and higher heart expansion; take note when to rest and be mindful of
















your caffeine intake*Changing sleep patterns: needing less sleep for periods of time with surges of
energy where the body’s system will require a reboot and more than normal sleep, naps and going to
bed at different times, waking up in the middle of the night, 3am to 5am
*Greater empathy which is the new angelic human upgrade and anchoring of the Goddess. 22
*Mother Mary, Our lady of Fatima, sightings, visitations and interest
*Itching 3rd eye pineal activation and expansion into the higher realms
*God of Water will make its presence even more known to you
*Energetic light body power surges that are realigning you to the new matrix grid that will affect power
centers of the world that may be shut down for certain periods. 11:11
*Past life multidimensional recall and embodiment. In the new time matrix your past and future lives of
your ascended selves will not feel separate from who you are You will synchronize with the Christ codes
of wisdom, alchemy and healing when you were the high priestess, god, goddess, and star being of
other planetary systems and dimensions.
*Multidimensional sight and vision: you’ll be able to see and recognize past lives and different time
periods on the planet and this will become part of your daily life and feel normal.
*New earth technologies and divine healing sound frequencies, tones, vibrations, including the ancient
Solfeggio scale that will reflect the new Earth, higher realms and will open doorways to higher
dimensions, create cellular rejuvenation and have positive effects on matter, the DNA and reality.
*Solar plexus angelic chakra star human upgrade that will be clearing and transmuting deep cellular
memory and trauma and may be experienced as acid reflux, stomach issues, greater sensitivity in
general to what you eat, feeling weepy and crying easily; this upgrade is aligning you to your solar soul
power deity.
*New crystal downloads of the crystal devas will be available that activate you to higher light codes to
assist in the anchoring of the new Earth. They will emit new qualities that will align you to your soul star
and soul matrix and are protecting your energy fields as you become the new angelic human. Some of
these crystals are ametrine, selenite and citrine.
*Meeting more of your soul star light family that will require you to be activated by them so you can do
your projects and work in unison.
*Increase in déjà vu, the feeling that you are experiencing a situation that you’ve been through before at
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other levels of reality. This will occur more regularly as the veils will become thin and are merging. In the
moment ask your higher self, why is this important that a time parallel matrix doorway be opened to me?
*New guides
*Greater planetary awakening of healing abilities and telepathy
*Increase in synchronicity and intuition will become a way of life
*Healing activation of the Crucifixion and Vow of secrecy codes of silence of the sacred Divine Feminine
and Holy Grail
*Purging and letting go of your belongings

Many of you may have already experienced this at different levels; you may have felt the need to let go of many
of your belongings and/or they were taken from you or you could not take them with you to your new space. 44
All the rules will seem to shift and change as the old paradigm of energies is being transformed, transcended
and reconfigured. You are becoming free and aligned to who you truly are, your Divine core essence of being.
No one can know or has before experienced this on the planet as the new angelic human, the ascension of the
new golden age, is unprecedented. It will be a compilation and configuration of a new Creation of encodements
of many galactic, planetary dimensional systems and ancient times of Earth in which you have participated. It will
be exhilarating and still at times challenging as you find your new space of being present to the holy divine
unification with humanity in the Christ Heart with all life and creation.
The Blue Ray Beings are an ultra-sensitive, empathic soul group like the Indigos that came from many different
ascended planets and light realms to enlighten the genetic code of humanity and raise the God consciousness
on Gaia. They are the lost ray of the Light Worker.
“Shekinah”, a Hebrew word in the "Language of Light", is a mentor of the Blue Ray. Shekinah is the lost aspect
of the sacred Divine Feminine of Creation that is the embodiment of God, the ascension process. Blue Ray is the
soul group consciousness of the highest aspect of all Blue Rays. Together we give you these transmissions.
Copyright © Language of Light vocal sound transmissions by Shekina Rose of www.shekinaspeaks.com Permission is granted to copy and redistribute this article and videos on the condition that the URL
www.shekinaspeaks.com is included as the resource and that it is distributed freely and on a non-commercial
basis. E-mail: shekina444@yahoo.com
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